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ABSTRACT 
The main factors affecting solid-phase Si-
metal interactions are reported in this work. The in-
fluence of the orientation of the Si substrates and the 
presence of impurities in metal films and at the Si-metal 
interface on the formation of nickel and chromium silicides 
have been demonstrated. We have observed that the for-
mation and kinetic rate of growth of nickel silicides is 
strongly dependent on the orientation and crystallinity of 
the Si substrates; a fact which, up to date, has never been 
seriously investigated in silicide formation. Impurity 
contaminations in the Cr film and at the Si-Cr interface 
are the most dominant influencing factors in the formation 
and kinetic rate of growth of crsi 2 • The potentiality and 
use of silicides as a diffusion barrier in metallization 
on silicon devices were also investigated. 
Two phases, Ni 2Si and NiSi, form simultaneously 
in two distinct sublayers in the reaction of Ni with 
amorphous Si, while only the former phase was observe d 
on other substrates. On <111> oriented Si substrates 
the growth rate is about 2 to 3 times less than that on 
<100 > or polycrystalline Si. Transmission electron micro-
graphs establish-·that silicide layers grown on differe nt 
substrates have different microcrystalline structure s. 
The concept of grain-boundary diffusion is speculated 
to be an important factor in siljcide formation. 
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The composition and kinetic rate of CrSi 2 
formation are not influenced by the underlying Si sub-
strate. While the orientation of the Si substrate 
does not affect the formation of Crsi 2 , the purity of 
the Cr film and the state of Si-Cr interface become the 
predominant factors in the reaction process. With an 
interposed layer of Pd2si between the Cr film and the Si 
substrate, Crsi2 starts to form at a much lower temper-
ature (400°C) relative to the Si-Cr system. However, 
the growth rate of Crsi2 is observed to be independent 
of the thickness of the Pd2Si layer. For both Si-Cr 
and Si-Pd2si-Cr samples, the growth rate is linear with 
time with an activation energy of 1.7 ± 0.1 ev. 
A t t h . . d" t• 31 . racer ec n~que us~ng ra ~oac ~ve s~ 
(T112 = 2.26 h) was used to study the formation of Crsi2 
on Pd2Si. It is established from this experiment that 
the growth of Crsi2 takes place partly by transport of 
Si directly from the Si substrate and partly by breaking 
Pd2Si bonds, making free Si atoms available for the 
growth process. 
The role of Crsi 2 in Pd-Al metallization on 
Si was studied. It is established that a thin Crsi 2 
layer can be used as a diffusion barrier to prevent Al 
from interacting with Pd2Si in the Pd-Al metallization 
on Si. 
As a generalization of what has been observed 
for polycrystalline-Si-Al interaction, the reactions 
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between polycrystalline Si (poly Si) and other metals 
were studied. The metals investigated include Ni, Cr, 
Pd, Ag and Au. For Ni, Cr and Pd, annealing results in 
silicide formation, at temperatures similar to those 
observed on single crystal Si substrates. For Al, Ag and 
Au, which form simple eutectics with Si annealing results 
in erosion of the poly Si layer and growth of Si crystal-
lites in the metal films. 
Backscattering spectrometry with 2.0 and 2.3 MeV 
4He ions was the main analytical tool used in all our in-
vestigations. Other experimental techniques include the 
Read camera glancing angle x-ray diffraction, scanning elec-
tron, optical and transmission electron microscopy. De-
tails of these analytical techniques are given in Chapter II. 
Part of this thesis has been previously pub-
lished under the following titles: 
.. Iron Silicide Thin Film Formation at Low Temperatures," 
Thin Solid cilms~I 415 (1975), s.s. Lau, J.S.Y. 
Feng, J.O. Olowolafe and M-A. Nicolet . 
.. Interaction of Metal Layers with Polycrystalline Si, .. 
J. Appl. Phys. !I, 1278 (1976), K. Nakamura, 
J.O. Olowolafe, S.S. Lau, M-A. Nicolet and 
J.H. Mayer. 
"Influence of the Si Substrates on the Formation of Ni 
Silicides," Thin Solid Films ~I 143 (1976). 
J.O. Olowolafe, M-A. Nicolet and J.W. Mayer . 
"Formation Kinetics of CrSj 2 Films on Si Substrates with 
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and Without Interposed Pd2si Layer," J. Appl. 
Phys. !l• 5182 (1976), J.O. Olowolafe, M-A. 
Nicolet and J.W. Mayer. 
"Chromium Thin Films as a Barrier to the Interaction of 
Pd2Si withAl," Solid-State Electron. (in press), 
J.O. Olowolafe, M-A. Nicolet and J.W. Mayer. 
"Analysis of Semiconductor Structures by Nuclear and Elec-
trical Techniques," (Section D), Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories Scientific 
Report No. 2 (1975). 
"Radioactive Silicon Tracer Studies of the Formation of 
Crsi 2 on Pd 2Si and PtSi," (to be published), 
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CHAPTER I. Introduction 
A. General 
ae~osited layers of metals are widely used for 
metallizati0•1 in integrated circuits and related de-
vices. {l) It is common practice to deposit two or more 
layers of metals 0.1 to 1 ~m thick on the surface of inte-
grated circuit structures. The evaporated metals are 
heat-treated to form inter~metallic layers, known as sili-
cides, which give the desired properties either as ohmic 
contacts or as Schottky barriers. The processing tempera-
ture is usually chosen between 400 and 500°C to form the 
silicides and, hence, good electrical contact between the 
metals and Si. 
Increasing applications of silicides in silicon 
technology and the advancing performance of the technology 
increase the need to understand the process of formation 
of a silicide. A well-controlled growth of a silicide 
layer becomes more important when the number of circuits 
per unit area on a silicon chip becomes larger. 
A multilayer system is not uncommon in metal-
lization schemes in res. (l) Typical among them is the 
Pd-Cr-Al ternary system on Si reported in this work. 
Recent studies have focused attention on the 
characteristics of the silicide formation process, and on 
the properties of the resultant compounds. It is known 
that near-noble metals Ni, Pd and Pt form silicides at 
-2-
temperatures as low as 200°C, which is only about 0.3 
to 0.4 of the eutectic temperature of the binary systems. 
The growth is parabolic in time, in contrast to crsi 2 , 
vsi 2 and MoSi 2 which increase linearly in time at con-
stant temperatures. 
Numerous intermetallic and silicide phases have 
been identified for metal systems commonly used in thin 
f .l 1" t• (2-17) ~ m app ~ca ~onsK Phase diagrams are shown in 
Fig. 1 for Ni, Pd and Cr silicide which are reprinted from 
Hansen. (l8 ) This figure illustrates that Ni, Pd and Cr 
like many other metals, have numerous silicide phases. (l8 ,l9 ) 
The phases identified in the se diagrams represent equili-
brium conditions, however. Generally, the compounds shown 
were produced by slowly cooling a liquid phase mixture of 
the metal and silicon. In contrast, the silicides formed 
from thin film couples heated to temperature below 600°C 
must depend on solid state transport for mixing of the 
metal and silicon. This is a nonequilibrium process, 
dominated entirely by kinetics. Equilibrium diagrams pro-
vide excellent clues to possible compounds that may 
develop when a thin film couple reacts at low temperatures; 
howeve r, these diagrams are not sufficient to d escribe 
which phases will result from the kinetic processes which 
occur when these thin films are heated. One phase may 
dominate because it is more efficient in transporting the 
. 1 d d . h . . <20 > 1 mater1a nee e to cont~nue t e mLx1ng , process. A -
ternatively, a phase may be absent because it does not 
-3-
Figure 1. Metal-Si phase diagrams of (a) Ni, (b) Pd , 
and (c) Cr silicides. These figures are 
taken from "Constitution of Binary Alloys," 
by Max Hansen. 
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nucleate at the low temperatures involved. In general, 
only one phase is present at a given temperature and time. 
Kidson had earlier pointed out that if the rate constants 
of diffusion in a given phase are small the phase layer 
may be too thin to be detected. (2l) Finally, phases which 
form in the kinetic mode may not have a direct equilibrium 
counterpart. Nonequilibrium phases have also been identi-
fied in the study of amorphous materials. ( 22 ) 
Table 1 gives a summary of silicides that have 
been identified by He ion backscattering spectrometry. (l?) 
The number of phases indicated in the phase diagrams, the 
structures, the temperature at which they were observed, 
the kinetics and the melting temperatures are indicated . 
In the studies of Si-metal interactions reported 
so far, not much attention has been given to factors that 
could be very influential in the formation and kinetic 
rate of growth of silicides. It is therefore the main ob-
jective of my studies to investigate the influence of 
factors like orientation of Si substrates, impurity (oxy-
gen, etc.) contamination of metal films, tne condition of 
the metal-Si interface and presence of an interposed 
silicide layer given a ternary system on the formation and 
growth rate of silicide s. Some factors are more effec-
tive in influencing one silicide growth than in others, 
while in some systems a number of these factors might be 
competing simultaneously. 
In particular, we have studied the influence of 
I 
-6-
Table l. Silicides, their structures, kinetic rate of 
formation and related temperatures. Column 
two gives the most metal rich, the most Si 
rich and an intermediate silicide phase as 
given in the phase diagrams. Most of the 
data is from J.W. Mayer and K.N. Tu, J. Vac. 
Sci. Technol. ~I 86 (1974). 
-7-
TABLE 1 
T K 
Backscalte rin<:I obs 
T °C T °K Metal+ Phases Structure Phase T ~c Kino tics Ref. 
obs me lt melt 
qi~pi P hexagonal 2.l20 
Ti ( 3 ) Ti i orthohombic 
t., 
1700 
TiSi 2 " (C49 ) TiSi 2 600 1540 - 0.5 ll 
z r 2Si tetragonal 2110 
Zr (7 ) ZrSi or tho 2095 
ZrSi 2 " (C49) ZrSi 2 700 1520 -0.5 23 
Hf2Si tetr a 2430 
llf ( 5 ) HfSi ortho or HfSi 550 t., 2200 -0.3 
hex a (FeB) 
HfSi2 or tho (C49 ) llfSi 2 750 1900 - 0.5 12 
v 3Si c.•lbic (13-W) 2070 
v ( 3) s~pi P t• tra ( DBm) 2150 
v i2 ht x.a (C40 ) VSi 2 600 l,t., 1750 - 0.5 14,24 
Nb4Si hexa 
Nb (4) Nb 3Si c u l>ic (Cu 3Au) 
NbSi2 hex a (C4 0 ) NbSi 2 - 0.5 25 
Ta ( 3 ) Ta2Si tetra (A12Cu) 2460 TaSi2 hex a (C40 ) 2200 
Crti c ubic (13-W) 1 7 30 
Cr (5 ) Cr i c ubic (FeSi ) 1600 
CrSi2 hex a (C40) CrSi2 450 t 1550 - 0.4 11* 
(3) Mo3Si cubic (13-W) 2120 Mo MoSi2 tetra (Cllb) MoSi 2 1200 t 2050 -0.6 11 
w (2 ) w3si2 tetr a 2350 
WSi2 tetra (Cll) WSi 2 650 t., 2165 -0.35 26 
Ni3Si cubic (Cu 2Au) 1165 
Ni (6) Ni2Si or tho (PbCl2 l Niti 200 
t., 1318 - 0.31 1 5 * 
NiSi or tho (MnP ) Ni i 600 992 - 0.7 
NiSi2 cubic (CaF2 ) NiSi 2 BOO 993 -0.85 23 
Pd3Si or tho (Fe 3C) 
t., 
960 
Pd ( 3) Pd2Si hexa ( Fe2P l Pd 2Si 200 1330 -0 .35 11,27 
PdSi ortho (MnP) PdSi 735 JQ9_Q - 0 7!i 4 2B 
* 
Pt3Si mono 870 
Pt ( 5 ) PL2Si hex a ( Fe2P) Pt 2Si 200 La, 1100 - 0.4 
tetra (Al 2Cu) 
PtSi or tho (MnP) PtSi 2QO !;; ., 1 229 - 0.35 29,8 
Fc 3Si 
t., 30 Fe (4 ) FeSi cubic (CrSi ) ~Depi 4 50 1410 - 0. 44 
FeSi2 cubic l'eSi 2 550 
+The number in pare ntheses indica Led the number of phases found in bul k 
samples. 
*Also, present work . 
I 
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the factors affecting the formation and growth rate of 
silicides in the interaction of thin films of Ni and Cr 
with Si. These two metals are representative of two 
categories of the silicide-forming transition metals in 
the periodic table. Ni, which is a near-noble metal, 
forms the phase Ni 2Si at a temperature as low as 200°C(lS) 
with growth rate of Ni 2Si proportional to (time)
112 . On 
the other hand, Cr, which is a refractory metal, forms 
the phase Crsi 2 at a relatively high temperture of 450°C 
and the rate of crsi2 formation proceeds linearly with 
t . (11) ~meK It has been reported that Ni is the diffusing 
species in Ni 2Si formation while Si is in crsi2 for-
t . (31,32) rna ~onK 
The formation and growth rate of nickel sili-
cides on <10 0 > , <111>, amorphous (evaporated) and poly Si 
substrates are studied in detail. Transmission electron 
microscopy analysis was done on the Ni 2si layers to show, 
for the first time in studies of silicide formation, how 
grain-boundary diffusion plays a dominant role in the 
kinetic rate of growth of silicides. So far, the sub-
strate orientation was believed to have onlyminor in-
fluence on silicide formation. ( J0, 33 ) We present results 
which show that the state of the substrate can signi-
ficantly affect the formation process and the resultant 
phases of silicides observed. 
The kinetic rate of growth of CrSi2 on single 
crystal Si on different orientations and on Pd 2Si grown 
-9-
on <100 > Si substrates is also presented. We have shown 
that the influences of impurities, probably oxygen, 
uniformly distributed in the film and the states of 
Si-metal interface are more dominant than the orientation 
of the underlying Si substrates in the formation and 
growth of crsi2 . The effects of an interposed Pd2Si layer 
between the Si substrate and the thin Cr layer on the 
composition, structure and growth rate of CrSi 2 is also 
presented. 
The Pd-Si system and Pd2Si have been we ll 
studied. (2-ll,lJ, 34) Data on the rate of formatio n and 
structural properties of Pd 2Si have been reported. The 
electrical properties (barrier heights, contact resist-
ance, etc.) of this silicide have been measured. ( 3-S) 
However, the interaction of Cr with Si is less well 
known. (ll) There have been no detailed reports on the 
kinetics of growth of CrSi 2 . Reports on the growth rate, 
activation energy, and structures of Crsi2 are almost 
nonexistent. The nonavailability of detailed infor-
mation on Crsi2 and the use of Cr for metallization in 
semiconductor industry are other motivating factors in 
ourstudies of the interaction of Cr with Si . 
To understand the concept of formation of Crsi 2 
on Pd 2Si we investigated the transport mechanism of 
silicon in the process of Crsi2 formation . Three possible 
mechanisms can be postulated: silicon can diffuse through 
Pd 2Si to react with Cr to form crsi2 ; in this case, the 
-10-
Pd2Si layer only acts as a medium for Si transport. 
Second, the Pd2Si bonds can be broken to provide free 
Si for crsi2 growth at the Pd 2Si-Cr interface while new 
Pd2Si bonds are formed at the Si-Pd2Si interface. Third, 
these two processes might be going on simultaneously. 
In this investigation, we have used an approach 
similar to that which Pretorius et al. ( 3S) used in the 
investigation of the transport mechanism of Si during 
solid phase epitaxial growth of Si in the Si(crystal)/ 
Pd2Si/Si(amorphous) system. The approach can be briefly 
described as follows. Radioactive 31si is formed from 
the reaction 30si(n,y) 31si by irradiating a chip of Si in 
a nuclear reactor. This radioactive Si is evaporated on 
Pd on single crystal Si before Cr was evaporated on top. 
The thickness of the radioactive Si is such that it will 
be completely consumed in the process of Pd 2Si formation. 
By etching off the Crsi2 layer and counting the activity, 
using a Geiger counter, we can determine the sources of 
Si in the process of Crsi 2 formation. 
The importance of silicides as a diffusion 
barrier in metallization has not been investigate d in 
detail. Heat treatments of Al or Au on Si substrates at 
temperatures used in integrated circuit (IC) metal-
lization is known to have resulted in the migration of 
Si into the overlying Al or Au layers. ( 36- 39 ) Whe n the 
metal film is in contact with the Si substrate at s e lected 
places onJy, as is typically the case jn IC's, this dis-
-11-
solution occurs nonuniformly. Heavy localized erosion 
of the Si substrate results. Dower has used a Ti layer 
between Si and Al to defer this pitting. <40 ) He, in-
deed, showed that a TiA1 3 compound formed during the 
post-metallization heat-treatment. In a similar way, 
Nakamura et al. have deferred the recrystallization of 
polycrystalline Si (poly Si) in contact with an Al film 
by placing buffer layers of v or Ti between the poly Si 
and the Al fl.. lm. ( 41 ) I · · 1 f h · h · n a s1.m1. ar as 1.on, we ave 1.n-
vestigated the use of silicides as a diffusion barrier 
in a metallization scheme. In particular, the role of 
Crsi2 in a multilayer Si-Pd-Cr-Al metallizatjon is reported. 
It has been observed that not all metals 
form compound phases in the process of solid-phase re-
actions with silicon. (lB,l9 ) For metals which form 
simple eutectics with silicon, heat treatments at temper-
atures below the eutectic results in the dissolution 
and recrystallization or regrowth of silicon in the metal 
matrix. (J?, 42- 44 > Well known of these metals are the 
noble metals, Au, Ag and Cu, and Al. Ottaviani et al. 
reported that amorphous silicon in contact with silver 
films and amorphous germanium in contact with aluminum 
films form crystalline precipitates when heated to 
temperatures well below the eutectic. ( 44 ) It is believed 
that the driving force for the growth is provided by the 
higher-energy state of the amorphous material compared 
with that of the crystalline material . The solid metal 
. I 
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layer provides the solvent and transport medium. Nakamura 
et al.have demonstrated that the interaction of Al layers 
with polycrystalline silicon at temperatures between 400 
and 560°C results in the dissolution and recrystallization 
of poly Si in the me tal film.< 4S) The poly Si substrates 
were grown by chemical vapor deposition at 640°C. 
Polycrystalline silicon is currently being in-
vestigated as a passivation layer on planar devices. <46 , 47 > 
The prospects for the use of poly Si for solar cell tech-
nology are also very bright. A thermally grown silicon-
dioxide has been widely used for the surface passivation 
f ' 1 ' d . d . d . . (48) o s1 1con eV1Ces an 1ntegrate c1rcu1ts. Also, a 
semi-insulating polycrystalline film can b e used as a re-
h h . k . 1 ' MOS IC ( 46- 47 ) placement of t e t tc S102 ayer 1n - s. 
In most applications, however! . voly Si is u sed to 
prevent intermixing by sacrificial nissolution between the 
deposited Al film and the underlying Si substrate in de-
vices. In these applications, metal layers, typically Al, 
are deposited on the poly Si and h•at treated to provide 
electrical contacts. ( 4a, 49 ) It is only desirable that the 
poly Si layers maintai n structural integrity. 
To investigate the uni~ueness of the poly Si/Al 
phenomenon, we have extended the studies to metals which 
form simple eutectics with Si (Au and Ag) and to metals 
which form silicides (Ni, Pd and Cr). 
k . . h 4 Bac scatter1ng w1t MeV He ions, Read camera 
glancing angle x-ray diffraction, scanning electron 
l 
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microscopy (SEM) , and transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) are the main tools used in all our investigations. 
Detailed description of these analytical techniques are 
given in subsequent sections and chapters. 
B. Basic Concepts in Backscattering 
Ion backscattering has received increasing 
attention as a diagnostic technique for the microanalysis 
. . (35 50-52)· . ' ' ' ,. ,' , . .. 
of s~l~con structures. ' · . It ~s a Dwell-establ~shed 
tool in experimental nuclear physics. It has recently 
become a very powerful technique for surface and thin 
film anlaysis. (ll,lJ-15 • 52- 55 ) In this chapter, the 
essential concepts and basic formulas will be given. 
The experimental setup will be given in Chapter II . 
There are three basic concepts in backseat-
tering and each gives an analytical capability: kinematic 
factor (mass analysis), differential scattering cross 
section (quantitative analysis) and energy loss (depth 
analysis) . 
1. Kinematic Factor and Differential Scattering 
Cross Section 
When a projectile of mass m 
collides with a stationary target atom 
with energy E 
0 
with mass M, there 
is momentum transfer from the projectile to the targe t 
atom. Assuming there is no nuclear reaction, ~he energies 
-14-
of the scattered projectile and the recoil particle can 
be calculated from the laws of conservation of energy 
and momentum. The kinematic factor , I<, is defined as 
the ratio of the projectile energies after (E1 ) and 
before (E 0 ) collision. This factor depends on the scat-
tering angle e in the lab system and the masses involved 
in the collision process. The kinematic recoil factor 
is expressed as 
K(M,m,e) 
- KM = 
E l 
E 0 
= 
E~cosl+ I(M2-m2sin 20))2 
m + M ( ] ) 
The subscript M is used because m and 0 nre predetermjned 
in a given experiment . 
'l'he scattering process due to Coulomb inter-
action is a classical problem. (SG) The differential 
scattering cross section given in laboratory coordinates 
can be written as: 
a = 
{ m. 41~O cos e + [ 1- < M's ~no > 1 } 
[l-E~sineF O ggKI ( 2 ) 
Recoil correction is included in this equation. 
z2 are the atomic numbers of the projectile and target 
atom, respectively, E0 is the energy of the projectile 
before scattering and 0 is the laboratory scattering angle . 
The average differential scattering cross sec-
tion, ~ K taken over a finite solid angle, n, spanned by 
~he deLector, is defined as 
(J- __ lf o ]l (_ ~ Sl 
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2 . Energy Loss - Depth Analysis 
( 3) 
When a projectJJe penetrates a targeL , JL l oses 
iLs energy throughouL its Lrajuctory to the electrons of 
the Largct atoms uy ionization and by excitation , a11d lL 
aJso loses energy uy nuclcur collisLons . Ourin9 iLs oul -
ward path (.i.e. , backscaLteri11g) it also loses ene rqy to 
the Lur-gct atoms unLil t:he purt.icl e emerges from the tc1r-
geL. 'l'he energy loss for both inward and outward pa Lhs 
provide informut i.on on how dcq1 the proj ecti l e ha s p e nc-
traLed. 
The energy loss of the proj ectile per unit Jength 
expressed as dC:/'dx (ev;){ or cV/crn) depend s on -Lhc cncr<:Jy 
of the partic l e and also on the projectile and the target . 
'l'ne stopping cross section, c , j s r e lated to dE/dx as 
2 1 dE eV - em 
'- = N dx ( a torn ) 
where N is the atomic d e nsiLy ( aLoms/crn3 ) . 
( 4) 
1\.ssnm.ing ·the incident energy of u1e projecLiJ e 
on an elemental target of mass M is E0 , Lhe scaLterod 
particles have enercr' KMEO wh e n scattered from the sur-
face aLoms. K is the k.inmnatic recoil facLor of the M 
Larget . The back scatter J ng gcomeLry , notation and 
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sc lwmuUc spectrum i. s 9ivcn in L·'iq . 2 . 'l'h c proj e ct] lc 
1 o s c s c 11 C' r ~g y L o L il e L <.:t t ~g c L on .i L s i n w a n.J p u t h w h c n L h e 
particle is sca ttere d al a dcplh L, the energy at the 
depth just befo L·e Lne !>Ca t Lcri f1<J is E and it cnn IJc re-
la ted Lo r:: 0 as 
t 
cosO-
E Eo J 1 dE dx ( 5) = - clx 
0 
where o1 is Ln c lnclucnL an9le wi.t.h respect to normal . 
Aft0.r sculter j n<J a t depth t , the part:i.clc wiLL 
lose its energy on jts o utwurd direction und it will have 
energy E1 whe n emerg .ing from the i K::~rgct K 
= K E -M 
t 
cosG 2 
J 
0 
dE dx dx 
The ene rgy d ifference , aE , beiwc~n the particles scat-
( 6 ) 
Le r e d fr:om atoms o n th e stll~face a ,1d Lhat scattered from 
atoms at a given df·plh I. i~:; dc!fillcd from F'i(j. 2 as 
( 7) 
nnc1 wi.Lh E<] . 5 substil uL cd in 6 , l·:q . 7 becomes 
-17-
Figure 2 . Backscattcring geometr y , notation and 
schematic energy spectrum. 
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t: t 
cos (i; coso; 
6E KM 
. J 
cH:.: dx + J 
dE dx ( 8) - dx ax 
For smoll energy loss , dl::/dx is a slowly varyilllj function 
of C.!nergy ond 1\E tne energy loss can be simpl:i fied as 
1\E = [ S J t ( 9) 
·rhe symbol [S ] :is called the backscattering energy loss 
factor and it change~> slowly as a funcL.i.on of E and t. 
For a very th:i n f il1n , one can assume tna t dE/dx 
of the projectile in thin film does not change and can be 
cvnluated at the energy Eo for its incoming paLh and KMEO 
for its outgoi11g path. EquLltion 8 then simplifies to 
= ( KM ~dlx~ IE + 1 dE I ) t 
coso 1 coso 2 dx K E 0 M 0 
(10) 
Frow E<JS . 9 and 10 , we obtain [S ) as 
[ s ) ( ll) 
For experiments performed such that the :i.ncident beam i s 
normal to the t:ar9et , o1 = 0 and 0 2 = ·u - 0 , so 
! s l KM cd}Klx·~· l E' + ·dfil ~1~ ~ 
1 cosU 1 dx _< ...• 0 1 MJ'O 
(12) 
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1\ purc.1llcl set of cqu<~i i ons f or 1: in s l cad of di::/tlx can b e 
tlerLvccl to <Ji.ve the b<lc:kscottering !jl.oppin0 c ros s scctjon 
2 facLor in the unit. of cv-cm . Tile stopping cross section 
fuc tor i.s 
[ c 1 1 = Kc (E 0 ) + L (K MEO ) 1 cosor [ s] ( 13) 
Figure 3a gives the s h ape of a typical dE/dx or t versus 
,, I 
energy curve . c:0 i!:; the incide nt e n ergy of t..he projectile . 
When t .bc project iJ e p e nctra t es t.hc tar0cl at a dj s Lance , 
L, it.s energy decreases to E. DlDle~ values of energy loss 
dE/dx , uJong t h e incjd('lll and OLlbJo.i.n g path a.s given in 
Eq . 8 are accentuated with two heavy bars on t..hc d8/dx 
curve in Fig. 3a. 'l'ne ussumption made in deriving Eqs. 8 
to 13 becomes accurate for a very thin target (as E0 - E) 
as is shown in a plot. or: 1\.E versus Ax in Pig . 3b. 
•rile height III\1 of th2 backsc.:<:t t tcring spectrum 
given in counts per chunnel is detcnnjned b y the numocr 
of scatterjng even ts in an itJcreme ntal target thickness 
1\x . 'l'hi. s thickness is reluled to t.h e cba.nnel width ~FDU by 
8E = [ S ] /\x , where 6E is fLxcd by t.he gain of the eJccLronic 
system and is typically 2-5 kcV . Thus 
Utvl ( coun ts/channc l) = QSloNI\x (ltla) 
or 
( lo1b) 
by-subsliLuting for 1\x . In these equations Q is the inte-
qrutcd cnarqe (typica lly Q = LO pC = 20 nA for 15 minutes), 
111 
I j I 
I 
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Figure 3 . ( a ) Schematic diagram of dE/dx versus E 
and regions used for backscattcring analysis 
(Chu, " New Uses of Ion Accelerators , Chapter 2 , 
Erl . J . P . Ziegler). (b ) Energy to depth scale 
4 + 
re l ations for 2 HeV lie backscattering from 
Si (Chu , " Ne\.v Uses of Ion Accelerators ," 
Chapter 2 , Ed . J.F. Ziegler). 
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Sl is the ~olid ant_Jlc (abouL 4 mslcri1d = 25 mn/ dl.)tecLor 
al 8 em) , N is Lhc atomic density (<:tloms/vol.uJnc) , u <1nd 
[S] arc as defined before . 
3. Compoun~ l\nalysis by Backscattcring 
-1 For an in Lt'grcl ted charge , Q , o E li e ions and a 
d elector solid angle , n, the total area , l\ in counts un~er 
a peak in a backscatlerinq spectrum is CJiven by 
l\ = QnuNL (15) 
v1herc N j s the number of at.oms pc~r unit volume ancl t is 
the t..hickness of Lhe t a r9e t: , cr is lhe differential sen L-
Lcring cross section . 
Figure -1 gives a sch cm<l lic represenlation of 
an energy specLrum for 2 MeV 4Ji e ions L>ac.::kscattered from 
a compound , designated as M Si in Lhc interaction of a 
X y 
compound forming me t.al (M) wi t h Si. The l etters x and y 
arc integers which define the stoichiornclry of the com-
pound lc:tyers (alte rnative , x and y may be fractions such 
that x + y = 1) . The s lwded areus give the signal in Lhe 
compound l ayer . These areas are defined as i .n Eq . 15 
with Q, n and t the same for both signals . The composilion 
ruLio of metal to Si a Loms per unit volume is therefore 
gJven i n Eq. J 5 to b e 
(16) 
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of an energy spectrum 
for 2 MeV 4n e ions backscattered from a 
typical NxS i y on a Si substrate . The composition 
ratio of the compound layer can be obtained by 
comparing the shaded area of metal (M) with that 
of Si or by comparing t h e plateau helght of M 
with that of Si. The numbers l and 2 refer to 
the Si-M S i and M Si -M interfaces respectively, 
X y X y 
while 3 refers to the s urface of M. 
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us i.nq Eq. 14, the plateaus heights for. 1.hc mctol, M, 
and Si. nrc given by 
M Si 
II (f N. 0 I I s] X y 
M M M M (17) 
and 
M Si 
II N I I. <') X y 
· sl ~ Si 0 Si ~ Sl (18) 
where NM ' Nr. are the <.1tom i.e dens] t.i e!:; of the me tal and 
.:>.t 
Si. in Lhe compou11d layer: a . are the differ-5M Si M Si 
f S]Mx Y and [pg R ~ Y cntial scattering cross sections ; 
ar.e t-.he eneruy loss L1ct.or.s for the metal and Sj re-
M Si 
spectiv.eJ y in the coulpound layer . 
M Si 
[pg U~ Y can be obtai.ned from Eq. 
VaJues of [S] x Y 
M and 
12 . 'These values ar.e 
calcula·Led for nickI~z I pallad i.um, chronti.um and Si in Lhc 
silicide l ayers and ill:e gi.ver1 in Tuble 2 . By subs Li t.u U.ng 
E<JS. 17 and 18 into Eq . . L6 us ing 'l'abl e 2, we obtain t.he 
metal to Si co1nposi ti0n ratio as 
(19) 
The com;>osition of dielectric layers ilas been determined 
in a similar fc:-shion by using I:qs. 1 6 or 19 . (SO) 
-27-
'TAB if~ 2 . 
-------
[S] ~~ Ni 2Si Ni. 2Si l c· ] N.i. uN i.10si [ S ] S i [ S ] N i ., Ni 
46.1 101 107 118 . 6 4 . 13 
Pd Si Pd Si 
fC ) Pd 2 [ S ] 2 0 Pd/0 si [S ] Si. Pd .... Pd 
102 J OJ ] 2 0 ll.2 
K=-;=·-~~ 
Crsi2 CrSL2 [S) ~~ 0cr10si [s ] s . [ S ] Cr l. 
8::5.57 95 .04 110 . 5 3.02 
=~~-Ku 
Ca l culated values of t..he backscattering e n ergy loss 
parameters [ S ] E es/~F u sed in t h e compositional and 
kinetic analysis of ni ckel , pal 1adium u'•d chromium sili-
cidcs in thi s work . Values of a M/osi ' the differential 
cross-sectiona l ratios are also given. Values of [S ] arc 
calculated from knowledge of t h e s ilicide d ensity n, st..op -
(57 58 ) pjng powers of t he n~tal and Si , and Brugg ' s rule. ' 
'I'h e s ubscr j pts on [ S J r~ [er to the species from which 
scatter i11q is consid~Kred and the superscripts refer to the 
med i a in wh ich the e n e rgy lo.:; s is experience d . The valnes 
calculo tt:~ d fo r an incomincJ beam of 2 . 0 MeV 4rJe ions ar~ 
and a detector nnule of 170° . Values of stopping powers 
1 d W l< Ch u . (5 7) wer:c obtained [com J . F. :/. i. eg er an . . 
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C tll~mDlDiK::o II . Experimental 
A. Samp l e Preparation 
l. Si-Ni , Si-Cr , Si-Pd-Cr and Si-Pd-Cr-Al 
Substrates of sing l e crysta l <100 > and <lll> 
ori ented, amorphous (evaporated ) and polycrystnlline 
silicon (poly Si) were used in t h o studies of the inter-
actions of Ni with Si . Th e studies of chromium silicide 
were made on single crystal <100 > and <111 > oriented Si 
and on palladium si licide grown on <1 00 > Si . 'l'hc chem-
icnlly pol i shed single crystal Si substrates and poly Si 
were cleaned ultrasonically with TCE , acetone , methanol, 
rinsed in doubly-distilled 11 2 0 and then etched in con-
centrated (diluted for poly Si ) !IF and rinsed again in 
doubly-~istilled H2 0 just prior to evac uation . 
substrates on which amorphous Si wa s evaporated were 
cleaned only with TCE , acetone and methanol and then 
rinsed in doubl y-distilled H2 0 before being place in 
a vacuum . Depositions were made with dn electron 
gun in an oil free deposit i on system . A vacuum of about 
2 x 10-6 to 7 x 10-7 Torr or better was maintained during 
deposition. 'l'he vacu nm during i:IDnea ling was maintained, 
for a ll heat Lreatments , at a pressure between 5 and 
7 x 10-7 Torr \vith an o.i.l diffusion pump bAffled with a 
LN 2 trap . 
( a) Si-Ni 
For the Ni evapcn:ation , all of tho subs·tr<1tcs 
1\ 
II 
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system . /\ll experiments were pcrfonncd \vilh single 
crystal ·-100> Si wufers us substralcs . Clean i K n~g pro-
cedurcs arc similar to those e<lr.lier described for Lhe 
investigation of nickeJ and chromium silicides . In the 
Si - Pd-/\1 system , e vaporation of 300 to 2000R of Vd fol-
lowed by about 3000R oF 1\l \vere made in that order on 
<100> oricnled Si without breaking vacuum . On some 
samj_•lcs only thin films of Pd were deposi l:cd , annealed 
in vacuum at tcmperalurcs rangjny from 275 to 300°C to 
form m~ Osi with all of the Pd consumed before Al was 
vacuum ~cposited on top. 
(d ) Pd-C.r:-Al 
'I'h c ll\Orc complex S i-Pd-Cr-l\.1 SaHtp lcs were pre-
pared by scquen li<ll cvaporatjon of th.in films of Pd, Cr 
an.J .i\1 on <100 > Si. in a sin9lc pump down . Annealing 
temperatures were chosen he~wce11 275 and 550°C with times 
up to 2 hours . The heat treutmcn Ls were essentially 
jsothermal (! l°C) . 
2. Polycrystalline Si-Mctal Samples 
Polished single-crystal Si wafers of about 4 ncnt 
n- type cond LlC ti vi ty and or icn ted :in < l 00 > direction we .r: •. !
thermally oxidized ut 950°C in steam to a th i ckness o[ 
1ooo .!. soR . The substraLes thus obtained were covcre~ 
with a layer of undoped poJycrysta lline Si (poly Sj) formed 
u..t 640 °C oy chemical v,>por deposition. The grain size of 
Lhe poJy Si. was foun(l Lobe so sw,1l l i.h.:1t no contr<:~st could 
·r 
I 
I 
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be seen by couvcnt_ i on a l 'J't::t-1 
imaging. llarri s ct al. found out by usc of electron 
diffraction metho~s that the grain size is less than 
PMM~K ( 59 ) The thickness of this poly Si film ranged 
from approximately 0. 4 to 0. 5 11m . Metal l ayers of Al , 
Ag , nu , Pd , Ni and Cr were evaporated onto the unheated 
poly Si . Evaporation was performed by an electron gun 
for Al, Au , Pd , Ni and Cr and by a Mo resistance heate r 
for Ag. Vacuum pressure during evaporatjon was main-
tained below 5 x 10-7 Torr. Heat treatments were per -
-7 formed in vacuum at pressures below 10 Torr . All 
annealings were performed below the lowest eutectic tern-
peratures for each combination of metal and Si . Metal 
layers were chemically removed with aqua regia (1 HN0 3 
+ 3 IICl) for Al and Au , and \vi th HNO 3 for Ag . Scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM ) was us e d to monitor the ch a n<Je 
in morphology of the Si recrys·tallized in the metal 
matrices . 
B . Backscattering Analysis 
1'he primary tool used in tnis investigation was 
2 0 4 . b - . . MeV He 1on achscatter~ng K Th e backscattering anal-
ysis was carried out on the 3 Me V Kellogg machjne utiliz-
ing a solid state nuclear particle detector positioned at 
a scattering angle 0 = 170°. 1he detailed experimental 
teci1,1ique of backscat·tering is given jn a number of re-
ferences . <3 5 • 50 - 55 ) A brief de scription of the basic 
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concepls has been given ~n Chapter I. 
Basically , tnc method con sists of plncing a 
target 1n a monoene!getic b eam of ions of light clements , 
4 He ions in Lhis investigaLion. Particles coming from 
the target are d e t ected and analyzed . The schematic dia-
gram of ti1e backscattering chamber and electronics is 
shown in Fig. 5. The samples t o be analyzed were mounted 
on a multiple target holde r where they were sequentially 
ro tatcd in to normal incidence with ·th e incoming beam. A 
? 
oeam spot o .f ai:)proxima tely 1 mm~ was used t o study the 
samples in this investigation . The basic concepts of this 
technique has been given in detail in L"itapter I . 
C . Head Camera Glanc i ng Ang l e X-ray Di ffraction 
Phase identification of the silicides ~i Opi I 
cliSi, Pd 2 Si and Crsi 2 were made by u s ing nead camera 
glancing angle x-ray diffraction technique . The Read 
camera configuration i s basical ly a glancing a n gle dif-
. . h f' 1 f . 'd ( 55 ,6 0 - 62) fract1on setup w1t a ~xed ang e o 1nc1. ence . 
By u se of glancing ang l es of incidence, a relatively large 
volume is examined even in thin film samples . Fo r ex-
ample , an incide nt angle of 6.4° will increase th e length 
of the x-ray beam pa th in a thin specimen to about nine 
. ' . (5 5 ) times the f1lm tnJckness . 
The experiHlen ·tal spomc·tries of the Read camera 
is shown jn Fig. 6 . x-ray diffraction patterns arc ob-
ta i ned from monocnromatic x- r ay b eam ( CuKu at 4 S keV a.1cl 
I 
ll 
'l; l' 
I 
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Figure 5 . This figure illustrated that experimental 
arrangement used to measure the backscattcring 
spectra of the thin film slructures in this 
investigation . The incoming b e am strikes the 
sample at normal incidence and the 4rie parti-
cles scattered into an angle 0 are analyzed 
with a solid state n uclear particle detector . 
The output of the detector is amplified and 
stored in a pulse height analyzer. A simple 
multi-target holder was used . 
I 
J 
I 
I 
l 
I 
1 
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I 
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the geometry of the 
Read camera. y is the glancing angle of 
incidence and 0 is the Bragg angle . 
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20 nA in the presen·t studies) , collimated through two 
pinholes a11d the puttcrns arc recorded on polaroid film 
placed on a 5 em . radius from t:he sample center. 
Ti1c Read camera diffraction tcchniy:ue gives 
spot pattern s for diffractions from single-crystal Si 
and ring patterns from polycrystdlline fi l ms . The 
components of the fi l m are ide ntified by ~easuring the 
angular positions of the rings and t h en comparing t hese 
positions with data in ASTM powuer pattern compilation . 
The <]-spacings , relative inten s ities , corresponding 
angles and crystallographic axes (hkl) are given for 
nickel , pallad.i. wn a <ld chrorn i. urn sil icides in the nex L few 
chap·ters . The details of the comparison uf thi s experi-
mental t echnique with backscat t ering h as been given by 
. (55) S . S. Lau e ·t al. 
D . Transmission , Scanning EJ.ectron and 
Optical Microscopy 
The difference i n t:he growth ra te of nickel 
silicide , Ni 2Si, on <100 > and <111 > Si h as been aLtri.-
bute d to the structural dif fere nces of the compounu 
layers . To verify this tra nsmission e l ectron microscopy 
was use d to investiga te the str~cture of the Ni 2S i on 
<100 > and <lll > Si s ubs t ra tes . 
Scanning elec tron ( SEfvl ) and optical microscopy 
. were used to analyze the surface topology and l ateral 
uniformity of all th e s ampl es u serl in this work . Re-
-38-
crysc<.all i z<Jti..on of polycrysLaJJlne S.i. 111 l\1 , l\g and l\u 
wil s mon j ·to red , a[ ter the me t:aJ I ayers we ce chcm i cally 
remo ved wj Lh a'1ua rC<:"Ji.a , by usi n g t h e SI·:M . The SEM wa s 
fit.t0d with a two-axis yoniomctcr . This allowed Lhe 
sample s u rfaces to be viewed at their optimum angle . 
Ci lA P'J'l:: f~ 1 IT • 
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Growlh Hule , ComposiLon and Struclure 
ot Thin Film Ni cke l Silicide Layers 
ln this chapter , ti1e growth kine tics , struc Lure 
and composit: ion of nickel sjljcides on different sub-
strnte orientation s ( <100 > , <11.1 > , a mort-Jhous [evaporated] 
and polycrystalline Si ) substrates are described . So 
far , the substrate was believed to have only minor in-
fluence Oi1 t h e silicide formation . 'rhi s chapter presents 
r esu lLs obtained on thin film s of n:ickel silicides vJhicil 
show that the state of the substrates can significantly 
affect the formation processes and the resultant pha ses 
of siljcides observe d. 
Backseat te:d ng spcct rome Lry is tne primary tech-
nique u sed to inves tigate the growth rate and composition 
of Lhe silicides. 
The structure of Ni 2si grown on <111 > and <1 00 > 
oriented Si is investigated by means of tran s mi ssion e l ec-
tron microscopy (TEM) . Read camera x-ray diffraction anaJ.-
ysis identifies the compound phases on the different 
substrates. 
A . Ni 2Si on Sinqle-Cr¥stal and on Poly Si 
Substrates 
Annealing tempera Lure varies from 200 Lo 32S°C 
aud from l/2 to about 24 hours for all Ni films vacuum 
deposited on Si substrates . Over Lhe whole temperature 
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1·u..1q.; investigated , only Lne Ni. 2Sj phuse \vas idcntifi.cd 
in the r eac tion proctuct of Lhin Ni films of thicknesses 
ranging from 100 to soooR on sinylc crystal Si and poly 
S.i substrates. Figure 7 s hows Lhe backscatLcring s pcctr.l 
of 1SMM~ film of Ni on <1 00 > an~ <111 > Si annealed aL 
27S°C for 4 hours . The film on lhe <1 00 > substrate .i..s 
a]most f.ully reacted while that on the <111 > substraLc 
is mainly unreacted. Additional measurements were made 
fur different temperatures and times . Only the pnuse 
~iipi wa s observed and the rate of formation was always 
significantly faster on <100 > then on <l]l > Si substrales. 
Poly Si , 
'!'he sante sj J icj c1e phase Ni 2Sj is observed on 
a <' ., on single crystu.l substrates . Figure 8 shows 
the 4 n e ion Lackscal· terjng spc:ct.ra of a N.i film on p oly 
Sj before u.nd after annealing aL 275°C for 2 hour s . 
The composjtion ratio of Ni to Si in the nickel 
silicide layer mu.y be measured by using Eq . 16 rewritten 
here as 
k~K 
i-J i 2 s i A . 0
si l .1. th (20) = X 
Nsi rJi 2si 0 . 
ASi 
N.L 
or 
Hi 2Si Ni 2Si 
N\1. HNi t.E .". 0 si 1 1. I 1. ( 2la) = Ni 2Si 
X 
--iH
2
si X i\lsi 0 Ni 
!lsi t.r=:si 
Figure 7. 
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411e ion backscat t erlng spectra of a lGOoR 
film of Ni on <10 0> and <111 > Si substrates 
after vacuum annealing at 275°C for 4 hours. 
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Figure 8 . 4 . b l . 0 He lOn accscatterlng spectra of 4500A 
Ni fi lm on poly Si before (• ) and after (o) 
vacuum annealing a~ 275°C for 2 hours . 
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Since AE - [S ]t (Eq. 9) , 
Nj 2Si Ni 2si 
t--lHi IINi [SL-J. 0 S i L l 
= Ni 2 s T 
X 
--N- .J.
2
s i X N .. 0.'-J. ~Kl 
Hsi [S ] Si l l 
L-li LSi Ni2Si 
where Ar.. and AN. arc the in Legra ted number of 
.:.> l J. .l 
count s from each species w.i. tf1in "i:hc compound. 
N . are as 
J\1 1. 
Ni2Sl 
dsi are 
~efine~ in the previous chap l ers . 
Lhe h eights of the plateau jn the backseat-
( 2lb ) 
ter iog spectrum corn;spor1dlng to Ni and S i respectively 
.in Ltt l:.! compoun~ J ayer . Values of the energy l oss factors 
~i Opi Ni 2Si [S ] . and [S ) 51. ar~ 107 and 101 (cV/R) as given in J-JL 
•raule 2 . Also 0Ni/o5 i =4.13 u si;1g t h ese values and Lhe 
ca l cu l aLcd height s of Ni a n J Si jn th e compound layers, 
NN./N8 . = 2 . 0 k 0 . 5 . . 1. • l 
Spectra s imilar to those in Figs . 7 and 8 were 
used to estima t e the rate of formation of the siU ci.de 
layer . From the energy l oss 6E , measured as th e full 
width at Ha lf maxjmum of the con tribut i on f rom the sili-
cidc , the thicKness of the silicide l ayers can b e ob-
taincd from tne e n ergy loss expression , 
L\E = [S ) t ( 2 2 ) 
Using ~ithcr the value of the thick-
ness t of the GiJi c idc cJn b2 ohta in ed . 
A plot of the t'Ji. 2Sj 1 ayer tlt i.c kncss v c'rsus 
-46-
( . > 1 I 2 . . . , .. . t~me J s snow11 1.11 l " 1 g . 9 for <111 > st_ ( Eour t".empcra-
tures), <1 00 > S.i. and poly S i ( 275°C only ) . 'I'he data for 
lhe <100 > S i.. s ubstrate a<Jree well \vith the results of 
Tu et al . obtained also for ~i on <100 > Sl (dashed line 
J n Fig . 9) . T:n e square-root-of-bme depe n dence of t.he 
growth of ·the silicide layers l1olds in all cases . This 
indicates that the reaction process i s limited by the trans-
port of cli across the s ilicide l ayer . The rate of the re-
ac tion, however , depends on the structure of the substrdte . 
1\.s can b~ seen , t:1e reaction proceeds 2 ·to 3 times more 
slowly on a <111 > than on a <100 > or a pol y Si substrate. 
At 275°C for one hour a nneali n g , ti1e ral: e on <100 > S i 
corresponds to about 1000R for Ni 2Si. 
'J'h e Arrhenius plot for the form<.tt i.on of Ni 2s i 
o n <111 > , <100 > and poJy Si subf;trat es :i s shown in Fig . 
J 0 . The correspondin g activation energies are E = 1 . 6 
a 
± 0.2 , 1.5 l 0.2 and 1.3 ± 0.2 eV respect ively. 
n. Structures of J.'li 2si on <1 00 > and <lll > 
Si Substrates by Transmission Electron 
Mj croscopy ( rrEM) 
'l' h e dependence o£ the rate on the s l:<i te of the 
substra t es mea ns that even though t~e process is transport-
limited the su0strate can sti ll affect the process . 'I'hi s 
i s a remarkable fact . A poss ible expl anation is to assume 
tJ1a t the s il icide l ayers formed o n differen t substrates 
are d is s.i.milar in such a way ns to a lter tlle transport 
Figure 9. 
-47-
Plot o£ Nl 2Si layer thickness versus ( time)
112 
for Nl evaporated on <10 0 > , <lll> and poly Si . 
For comparison , the work of 'ru et al . on 
<100 > Si (dashed line) is included. 
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Figure 10. Plot of activation energy for the Ni 2Si 
layer growth on <111 > , <100 > and poly Si 
substrates , and for the (Ni 2Si + NiSi ) layer 
growth on amorphous (evaporated) Si . 'l'he 
dash ed line is from Tu ct a l. 
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parameter for the aloms moving through the layer. To 
test Lhis hypot!1esis , \v0 have measured the grain size of 
si l icide layers grown on <111 > and <100 > single crystal 
substrates . Figure 4 gives reproductions of TEM micro-
graphs of one such layer each , as well as electron trans-
mission diffraction patterns obtained on the same laye rs. 
The micrographs show tna t ·the average grain size of the 
Ni 2Si layer grown on a <100> Si substrate is about dll~ I 
whil e the layer grown on a <111 > SL subs t rate is about 
1PMM~ K The diffraction palterns h ave been analyzed and 
confirm the presence of Ni 2 Si in the layers: 'I'his anal-
ysis was done by measuring the posit: ions of ·tile concentric 
diffraction rings from the center of the rings and from t he 
knowledge of the camera constant ~i D using the follow-
. ( 6 0) 1ng : 
>.L = dr ( 2 3) 
or 
d 
>.L ( 2 3a) 
r 
where d is the crystallographic diffraction spacing and 
r (em) is the distance of the rings from the center of 
the concentric ring patterns . Table 3 gives the measured 
value s of r , calculated values of d and the crystallo-
graphic axis (using ASTM data) , for the Ni 2Si on <100 > and 
<111 > Si substrates . The patterns from the layer grown on 
. the <100 > Si substrate indicates randomly oriented grains. 
In contrast , we found evidence that layers grown on Lhe 
-52-
Figure 11. Transmi ssion electron mi crograph s and 
electron diffraction patterns of Ni 2Si 
formed by 16ooR of Ni , (w) o n <100 > S i and 
anneale<l at 300°C for 5 hour s , a nd (b) on 
<111 > Si and a nnealed at 32 5°C for 580 
minutes. All Ni was consumed in the r e-
actlon in b oth cases: the average grains size 
of Ni 2Si is about SMM~ in (a ) and 1300 to 
14MM~ in (b) . The diffraction patterns in 
the latter case indicate that Ni 2S i is textured . 
! i
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
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Ni2Si 
on 
Si 
(100) 
Ni2Si 
on 
Si 
(Ill) 
(a) 
(b) 
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Tubl e 3 . 
VoluL!s of d , calculated from measured va l ues of r . 'l'hese 
arc compared wi Lh t he tl ' s on Llle AS 'l ' t1 K::1<K~ ta card number 
5-04l 6 (PbCl 2 strucLurc ). Lust.: co l umn gives Lhe axes co1-
rcspond jn g to th e d vulUC'S . Some in tens i ties arc too weak 
to detect in both (a ) and (b) . 
( a ) 'rEM analysis of ,,1 j 2s i on <100 > S i 
·------------
.::_j cm_L _______ t! <R> (hkl ) 
0. 6 1 3 . 60 ( 0 0 2 ) 
0. 8 0 2 . 75 ( 1 1 1 ) 
0.8 5 2 . 58 (0 20 ) 
1 . 00 2.20 (1 12 ) 
1 . 10 2 . 00 ( 12 0) 
1. 2 0 l. 83 ( 2 0 0 ) 
l. 25 l. 76 ( 0 0 1) 
l. J O l .G9 ( 0 1 4 ) 
l. 35 ) . 6 3 ( 20 2 ) 
l. 49 l. 4 7 ( 220) 
l. 6 0 ] . 3 7 ( 22 2 ) 
l. 80 l. 22 ( 0 34 ) 
2 . 0 0 1.10 ( 3 2 0) 
(b) TEM analys i s of Ni 2Si on < l L L> Si 
r ( c;m ) d ( 5{) ( nkl ) 
0 .61 3 . 60 ( 0 0 2 ) 
0 . 65 3 . 38 (10 1 ) 
1.10 2.00 (1 20 ) 
1. 2 0 1 .83 ( 2 0 0 ) 
l. 95 1.1 3 ( 22 4) 
2 . 10 1. 05 ( 0 2 6 ) 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
f 
l 
I 
l 
J 
I 
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<- lJl > Si s ubstralc con1...ui.n pt:cferenllally oriented grai11s. 
'l'nc <111 .... and <222 > Lr<1nsmi.ssion clectro.1 diffruction 
li.ncs arc missing in the palterns of Ni 2Si on <llJ > Si. 
substrates . This suggcsls thuL the <lll> planes of the 
r'li 2 Si cryst<1llites lie pre[crcntit:tlly parallel o n Lhu 
<lll > Si suGstrate surface. Th e structural characlcris-
tics of t n e t'li 2si 1 ayer l:hus depends i ndee<.l on lhu staLe 
of tne substrate . 
C. Ni 2s i plus L-.JiS i. Formation on Amorphous 
(Evaporated ) Si 
'rhi:n J.Ji films were deposited on 3000 to RMMM~ 
of evaporated Sj on Sio2 substrates . Silicon films 
were also deposited on Nj fiJms evaporated on Sio2 s8b-
s tra tes. ~or both l ayet: sequences , the two phases N i. 2Si 
and NiSi were observed ~;imul t.:aneously after heaL Lre a t-
me:nts between 200 and 325°C . The backscattering spec-
trum of a thin ( PRMM~F i-.J i. f ilm deposited on amorphous 
(evaporated) Si on Sio2 after annealing at 27S°C for 4 
hours is shown in Fig. 12. Two sublayers of differing 
atoroi.c composition arc clearly vi s ible within the compound 
luyer. 
'I'he ratL! of growLh of the compound layers are 
invesligatcd . 'I'ne ovc t:"..lll c01npound thicknesses as well 
as the individual sublaycrs were found to increase as Lhe 
square root of the annealiny l i.me . The rale is roug~ly 
equdl to that ooserved for Uw growlh of ~eipi on <1 00 > c-· .::>.!. . 
' 
.\ 
I 
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l 
I 
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• l 
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l 
Fi gu re 1 2 . 
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4 He ion backscattering spectra of a thin 
EPRMM~F Ni film vacuum-evaporated on an amor-
phous E ev~poratcd F Si film on a Si02 substrate 
before (o ) and after (o ) annealing at 2 7 5°C 
for 4 hours . 
- :57-
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Jl.n Jl.rrhen) us I> lot for the SJ r:-owth of the over a] 1 
compound layer of Ni 2Si plus NiSi is shown in Fig. JO. 
'J'he a eli va tj on energy was found Lo be E ;::: 1. 4 .!: 0 . 2 ev , 
a 
which is quite similar to those found for lhe other snb-
strates . Jl. detailed analysis of x-ray diffraction patterns 
confirm that , indeed, lhe sc two phases coexist simultan-
eously . 
'I'he s.Lmul tan eo us existence of two si lie ides over 
an extenJed ran9e of a nnealing times is unusual. Gen-
ernlly , only one phase is oLserved at a tlme in reactions 
of metal films with Si . Two phases were reported for 
] . " 1 " "d (33) p .allnum Sl lCl e , JJut t.he growth of the first phase 
(P t 2s .i.) ceases when Li1e second phase ( PtS i.) appears. Two 
phases , co 2si <.tnd CoSi have als<J been reportud recently 
for Co . ( 6 0) 
D. Glancing Angle (Rend Camera) X-ray 
Diffract:ion Jl.nalysj s of i:i!i. 2Si. and HiSi 
Identification of Ni 2Si and NiSi was made by 
us in<] t.he Read camera glancing a:1gle x-ray d i. f £rae tio11 
technique . l\. brief dcscrJpLion of this anlayt.:ical tech-
niguc has been <Jiven in Chapter II . 
in other references. ( 55 ' 60 - 62 ) 
DetuLJs are <]Lven 
Fignre 13 gives the dLffraction patterns of 
thin Ni. films evaporated on evaporated Si on Sio2 sub-
• s·tra t.:es , annealed a11d unannea 1 e d. Analysis of these 
SWilpl es were ma<'le by comparing t.llc measured angles of tnc 
-59-
Figure 13. X-ray diffraction patterns of thin Nl film 
on amorphous (evaporated) Si before and after 
h eat treatme nt at 275°C for 4 hours . 
:uuJj I L!200l 
* ~ 0 (311) 
(020) (112) (Ill) (220)0 
* * 0 0 
EfflFj~ 
+ (101) 
* 
(Ill) 
* 
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I (400) 
(222) 0 
0 
I (400) 
(220) 0 
0 
(311) 
0 
(215) 
* 
Ni on evap Si 
as evaporated 
* Ni2Si 
o Ni 
275°C 4h 
* Ni2Si 
+ NiSi 
o Ni 
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d iffrac Lion rjngs wjLh ti1c d.:1La 1 n Lhe AS'rM compilaUon 
cJuta . Ni 2Si ancJ Ni S i at·e known to h<1ve PbCJ 2 Dnd i"lnP 
orLh orh omb i c slructnrcs respective ly . (lS , l B) 'I'he l\S'T'fl-1 
d a La ancJ the ca l cu J Dted d values (usin g ~ho corresponding 
J at t j ce parameters) corresponding to Lhese compounds a1.·e 
u sed for the ident ifica tion of Ni 2s i and N i.S i. 'l'he list-
ings fur the x-ray diffraction data are given in Table -1. 
pon~ reaction betwee n thin NL films and eva-
porated Si was found to h t1ve t.u.kcn place even durinq the 
deposition oE the ,..Ji. f Um on t.he evaporc.t ted S i, as in-
dicated by the presence of ih 2si diff r ac tion rL1gs in 
L.h c x -ray film s o E the as-clcpos i Led s ... unple s . 
-62-
Table 4. 
X-ray diffraction angles , the d-spacings calcul-
ated by usjng the lattice parameters for Ni 2Si an0 NiSi , 
the crystallographic axis (J1kl) and relative intensities 
of diffraction patterns from ASTM cards for Ni , Ni 2Si and NiSi . 
* indicates diffraction lines observed in the 
patterns. Most of the diffraction lines in the Ni 2Si 
and NiSi samples are not observed because of (i) they 
overlap with each other , and (ii) they are too weak 
to be detected. The resolution of the camera , operated 
at an incidence angle (see Chapter II) of 8° is about 2°. 
-63-
Table 4 
( c.l) Ni ; AS'J'M nu1nl.>e r 4-850 
2 0 ( 0 ) d ( 5?.) (hkl) Re1u. U ve Inte nsity 
44 . 49 2 .0 34 ( 1 11) vs * 
51. 84 l. 762 (200 ) s * 
76. 37 l. 24 6 ( 22 0) s * 
92 . 93 1.0 62 (31 1 ) s * 
98.43 1.017 ( 2 2 2 ) w * 
121 . 93 0.8 81 ( 400) v 
144. 64 0 . 808 ( 331 ) vw 
155.66 0.7 88 ( 4 20) vw 
Crysta ll ine Ni is FCC in st-.ruc1.urc , wjth lattice cons tan t 
1 
t 
I a = b = c = 3 . 5238 anc1 Ct - (3 = y - goo . 
I (b) Ni 2Si ; ASTM numbe r 5-0416 (PbCl 2 struc ture ) 25 . 28 3.520 ( 0 0 2 ) vw 
27.03 3.29G ( 1 0 1) M * 
31..04 2.878 ( 01 2 ) M 
32.51 2.752 ( lll) s * 
3 3 .89 2.500 ( 0 2 0) w 
39 . 51 2 . 279 ( 112) w * 
43.54 2 . 077 ( 1 2 0) Vlv 
44.41 2.038 ( 0 2 2 ) 'iv 
4 5 . 50 1.91 2 ( 1 2 1) M 
45.63 l. 986 ( 10 J ) M 
48 . 79 1.865 ( 20 0) M * 
51.91 1.760 ( 00 4) M 
53 . 51 1.711 ( 0 2 3) v~v 
55 . 29 l. 660 ( 0 J 4) vw 
55 .7 3 l. 64 8 ( 20 2 ) vw 
58.96 1. 565 ( 2 1 2 ) vw 
59 . 38 l. 55 2 ( 12 3 ) V'iv 
61.04 l. 517 (114) v~v 
61.51 l. 506 ( 03 2 ) w 
62 .0 3 1. 49 5 (2 20) vw 
62 . 38 1. 487 ( 1 31 ) V'iv 
64.72 1 . 430 (0 24 ) v~v 
68 .08 l. 376 ( 2 2 2 ) vw 
70 . 01 l . 3 4 3 (124) V'iv 
73.99 1 . 2UO ( 204 ) vw 
74.41 1. 27 4 (11 5 ) vw 
76 . 80 1. 240 ( 214 ) vw 
.79 . 06 1.210 (0 311 ) vw 
80 . 73 1.189 ( 31 1) V'iv 
8 2 .0 6 1 . 17 3 ( 00 6 ) V'iv 
qa~lc 4 - conti nued 
82 . l9 
84 . 00 
8<1 . 80 
85.07 
87.56 
89.26 
92.96 
1.172 
1.151 
1.ltl2 
1.139 
1.113 
1 . 096 
l. 062 
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( 2 3 2) 
( 1 3 4) 
(O.LC>) 
(224) 
(320) 
( 2] 5 ) 
( 0 2 6) 
vw 
vw 
vw 
w * 
\v * 
'J'r1e crystal structure of Ni 2S i. is orthorhombic with a = 
3.73 , b = 5 , c = 7.04 and u = ~ = y = 90°. 
(c) NiSi; ASTM number 7-384 (MnP structure) 
23.33 
31.12 
31.81 
34.60 
35.72 
36 . 34 
4 4. 2] 
45.64 
47.22 
47.71 
51.8 5 
54.93 
55 .'1 9 
55.64 
56 . 25 
59 . 25 
60.99 
62 . 74 
64.89 
66.57 
67 . 66 
69.23 
72.99 
74.70 
75.23 
75.62 
75.68 
77. 17 
7 8 . 92 
7 9 .28 
81 . 46 
81.83 
95.15 
99 . 82 
3.809 
2 .871 
2.810 
2.590 
2.511 
2. 4 70 
2.047 
l. 98 6 
1.923 
l. 904 
l. 76 2 
l. 670 
l. 654 
1. 65 l 
1. 6 3 4 
1.558 
1.518 
1. 4 80 
l. 43 6 
1.1103 
l. 383 
l. 356 
1.295 
1.200 
1.262 
1.256 
1.256 
1.23S 
1.212 
1.207 
1.180 
] . 176 
1. 04 3 
1.007 
(lJ.O) 
(101) 
(200) 
(0 20) 
(111) 
( 210) 
( 0 2] ) 
( 2ll) 
( 121) 
( 2 20) 
( 310 ) 
( 0 0 2) 
(2 2J) 
( 130) 
( 311) 
( 301) 
( 320) 
( 131) 
( 20 2) 
( 0 22) 
( 212) 
( 410) 
(040) 
(330) 
(140) 
(411) 
( 22 2 ) 
(420) 
(312) 
(041) 
( 14] ) 
(240) 
( 511) 
( 14 2) 
vw * 
vs * 
s * 
vs 
vs 
M 
vs * 
vs 
s 
s 
f\1 
vs 
M 
s 
vs 
\v 
vs 
vw 
w * 
w 
w 
w 
w 
v~v 
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Forma U on Kinetics o£ Thin Films o£ 
CrSi 2 on Sing l e Crystn l Si and on 
Pd2Si Ccown on Si 
In this chapter , the kinetjc rate of fonnation 
and composition of Crsi 2 is reported. This part of the 
work slarts by investigating the dependence of the growth 
rate of Crsi 2 on the orientation of the Si substrales , 
as wus made for nickel silicides reported in Lhe previous 
chapter. Crsi 2 was formed on <100 > and <111> oriented Si 
and poly- crystalline Si. 'l'he growth and kinet..ics of the 
silicide was also investigated in a more complex Si-Pd-Cr 
system 
Th e Pd-Si system has bee n well studied , but the 
int..eraction of Cr with silicon is less well known . (ll) It 
i s Lhe objective of this investigation to study , in detail , 
the formation of Crsi 2 on single-crystal substrates wilh 
or without an interposed layer of Pd 2Si . 
Read camera x-ray diffractio11 analysis were per-
forme d on both Si-Cr and Si-Pd-Cr samples , to confirm that , 
indeed , CrSi 2 was formed in both syslems . 
The interaction of Cr with S i required thorough 
investigation , particularly in the complex Si-Pd-Cr ternary 
system . This is found to be the key to the understandiny 
. of t..ne Si-Pd-Cr-l\1 metallization sch eme reported in Chapte r V. 
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A. Behavior of Cr Films on Singlc-Cryslal Si 
F .i.gu re _14 sllows 2 MeV 4He+ backscatter ing 
spectra of samples with 200o?l Cr cvnporated on <100 > 
oriented Sl substrates , annealed at 450°C for 50 mi.nutcs, 
and unannealed . The plateau at the higher energy part of 
Si signal and a corresponding one at the lower energy pnrt 
of the Cr signal indicate that there has been an inter-
action between Si and Cr ; indeed, a compound phase has 
been formed. Measuring Lhe heigh -ts of the platc<.lus , 
c ('. 
r.:.:>l.2 
rrcr for both Si and Cr signals respectively, 
CrSi 2 II5 . and l 
and usin<J the expression given in E<:f. 1 6 , 
CrSj 2 C c· :C.J ] _ 2 i:-1 liCr [ s J 0 Si l Cr Cr 
= X 
--crsi-; X = 2 Hs. IISi °Cr l [S)Si 
Values of [S l Ees/~F and a ratios are given in Tnble 2 
(Chapter II ) . Read cnmera x-ray ana l ysis confirms that 
the compound layer is ·i ndeed CrS .i. 2 . That the silicide 
Crsi 2 , forms under these conditions was also reported by 
Bower et a l. The compound phase d~velops at 450°C and is 
known to be stable beyond l000°C. Measurements similar 
to those in Fig . 14 were made for different times and 
t emperatures and the thickness of CrSi 2 , calculated from 
khe r e lationshjp AE = rs J t (Eq . 22 ), versus annealing Lime 
was plotted as shown in Fi<J . 15 . The :u nenri ty of growth 
-67-
Figure 14. 4 + k . 2 0° lie bac scat..ter1ny spec·trum of 00 A Cr 
film evaporated on Si <100> , before (solid 
dots) and after (open circles ) annealing at 
450°C for 50 minutes. 
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Figu re 15. Thickness , W, of Crsi 2 formed in the reaction 
between Cr and Si <100 > single crysLal as a 
function of time. The nonlinear regime is due 
to contamination and oxygen is a prime suspect . 
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of Cr.-Si 2 \v.itn t.imc :indic<:li.cs that Lhe process is limited 
by the silicide rc~ction K 'J'h:is obscrvution :is also con-
sistcnt wjlh that r9ported by nowe~ et al. (ll) It is 
worth not:ing aJso that Ivtosi 2 and VSi 2 exhibit lhc sumc 
(11 14 ) linear type of growth . ' 
Samples of th:in Cr film s evaporated on <100 > and 
<111 > oriented single cryst<ll Si were annealed side by 
side together in a vacuum furnace at 500°C for times up 
to 60 minutes. 1\t thi s tempera turc and time· , n o depend-
c nce on Lhe substrate orientation on the growth o£ Crsi 2 
was observed. This nondcpendencc of the growth of Crsi 2 
onilie orientation of the substrate h<l s been reporLed for 
Pd 2Si and VSi 2 , while Lhe growth of Nl 2Si ha s been shown 
to be strongly dependent on the state of the substrate 
(Chapter III) . 
From the linear regime of Fig. 15 , Lhe Arrhenius 
plot shown in Fig . 16 was derived (open circles) . The plot 
reveals a thermally activated process with an activation 
energy of E = 1.7 ± O. l eV . 
a 
This value coincide s with 
7 0 2 -" f l I f vs . ( l 4 ) that of 1 . ± • ev quoteu or t1e growt1 o ~1 O K 
1. Impurity Effects on Lh e Growth Rate 
It is observed (F'ig. lS) that for long anneals 
( for example , 80 minutes at 450°C) at a ll temperatures 
:investigaLed , a n o nl:i.near growth regime exists. •rhis non-
l~near behavior :i.s attr jbuLed to contaminations, probably 
oxytJen, inLruduced during annealing. That cho)ce is 
I 
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Figure 16. 
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Arrhenius plot for crsi 2 formation in the 
reaction of Cr with Si <100> single crystal 
(open dots ) and on Pd2Si grown on Si <100 > 
single crysLal (solid dots) . The agreement 
is very remarkable; it indicates that Lhe only 
limiting process is Lite reaction of Cr with Si. 
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sn<Jgested by the very sjmllnr observations made by 
Krautle et al. for vsi 2 where oxy<Jen was shown to cause 
l . tl (14) non J. n ear y r: ow - 1 • _ In the presence of substrates such 
as Si , backscattering spectrometry is insensitive to 
oxygen . An amount of oxygen suffici0nt enough to retard 
the reaction could easily escape detection. 
To investigate the presence of such impurities 
in t he Cr f 1lm, an experiment was performed in which 
abouL 10005< of Cr w<1s re-evnporated on a film jn which 
the top l ayer of about soaR Cr was stil l unreacted . 'l'he 
Cr signal. obtained by backscatteri n g spectrom2try from 
t h is sample was then compared with the Cr signal of an 
una nnealecl Si-Cr (Fig . J7) . 'rhe un reacted par ·t of the Cr 
film generates a signal of smaller hcjght than that of 
the unannealed sample , while the signal h eight of the 
freshly evaporated Cr layer agrees quite well with that 
of the unannealed samples (solid line in Fig. 17). The 
decrease in yield of the unre~ctcd part of Cr confirms 
that the Cr film is indeed contaminated . About 12-15% 
oxygen distributed uniformly in the unrcacted portion of 
the Cr film is required to account for the reduction in 
·the yi eld . Th e dip betweell the unreacted and the un-
annealed spectra is probably due to a l ayer of Cr oxide 
formed on the surface of the unreacted Cr . 
2 . S i -Cr Interface 
For Si-Cr samples annealed between 400 and 425°C , 
-75- f~ 
tj 
Figure 17. 4 +b k . ( . ) lle ac scatter~ng spectrum open c~rcles 
of 20ooR Cr on Si <100 > single crystal annealed 
at 450°C for 60 minutes and then covered with 
about 1000R of deposited Cr . The solid line is 
the unannealed samples . About 12-15% oxygen 
contamination has resulted in the decrease in 
the yield of the unreactcd Cr. The dip between 
the unreac~ed and the e vaporated layers is 
likely due to a thin oxide layer on the vacuum-
annealed sample. Samples were tilted 45° with 
respect to beam . 
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no meusurabl~ inlcracLion of Cr with Si was observed. 
In fact , ti1ere was no measur<:~blc thickness of Crsi 2 for 
a sample annedled at ~MM°C for 120 minutes . A point 
plot.ted for the reuction ls shown in Fig. 22 (point aL 
origin ) in the p l ot of CrSl 2 t lli. ckness versus Pd 2Si 
t h ickness. A s i milar sample quickly heut-treuted at 500°C 
for 3 minu tes and then annealed at 400°C for 120 minutes 
showed a measurable amount of Crsi 2 , almost equal to that 
measured in the Si-Pd-Cr sampJ es (arrowed poi n ·t in Fig. 
22) . There was no measurable amount of Crsi2 after the 
quick heat treatment at 500°C for 3 minutes, CrSj 2 starts 
to form on s i ngle crystal Si with an interposed Pd 2Si 
l ayer at 400°C . The absence of a reaction of Cr on bare 
Si at 400°C can thus b~ overcome by a quick exposure to 
h igher temperatures. ~ve suspect that the effect is due t.o 
contamL1ation , such as a thin oxide layer , at the Cr-Si 
interface . The oxide layer may not withstand the brief 
Lhermal shock at 500°C . There is no corresponding effect 
of tne oxide layer in the presence of Pd 2si . ~ve t.hink 
that this i s due to the elimination of the original inter-
face by tile formation of Pd 2Si at a relatively l ow Lernp-
erature . Th is method of c l eaning t h e surface by slliclde 
formation at l ow temperature has been exploited also in 
· · 1 h f s· h h p, s· (63 ) t h e solid-phase epltaxla growt o l t roug o 2 l. 
-78-
n . Behavior of Cr c~lms on Pd Films 
on Single-Crystal Si 
Pd films of thicknesses between 300 and JOooR 
were vacuum-deposited on <100 > oriented Si and Cr films 
for thicknesses between 800 and OMMM~ were in turn eva-
porated on the Pd film wi_ ·thout breaking vacuum. Typical 
backscattering spectra of such a sample with about 
1400R Pd and 1OMM~ Cr before and after annealing at 280°C 
for 60 minutes arc shown in Fig . 18 . Palladium silicide , 
Pd 2si , is known to form at about 200°C . ll.nnealing the 
Si-Pd-Cr sample at 280°C for GO minutes has , therefore , 
resulted in the formation of Pd 2Si ( shaded regi_on in Fig . 
18) without any noticeab l e interaction of Pd with Cr. 
Samples ann ealed subserruently at 100°C develop a compound 
layer , at the Pd 2Si-Cr interface , id e ntifi e d by glancing 
angle x-ray (Read camera) diffraction to be CrSi 2 . The 
same results are obtained for samples heat-treated dir-
ect l y at 400°C. This silicide layer increases in thick-
ness wi tll increase in temperature a ·t constant time, or 
with increasing time for a given temperature. Figure 19 
shows a backscatterln<J spectrum of a sample ide ntical to 
that of Fig . 18 , but annealed at 450°C for 20 mi nutes . A 
compound laye r has developed at the Pd 2Si-Cr interface , as 
indicated by a st.ep on the high energy edge of the Si 
sjgnal and a corrcsponrling plateau at the low energy side 
oE Lh e Cr signal. Comparing Figs. 18 und 19, it is 
Figure 1 8 . 
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4 + 0 Il e backscattering spectrum of Pd (1400A ) 
and Cr E 1OMM~F evaporated in that order on Si 
<100 > s ingle crystal before ( top) and after 
(bottom) annealing at 280°C for 60 minutes . 
'l'h c reaction between Pd and S.i results in the 
formation o£ Pd2S.i while there is no apparent 
inte raction b e tween Pd and Cr . 
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Figure 19. 4 ·r o He backscatterlng spe ctrum of Pd (14 00A) 
and Cr (1200i) evaporated in that order on Si 
<100> singl e crystal and annealed at 450°C for 
20 minutes. All Pd has reacted with Si to 
form Pd 2Si before Crsi 2 was formed on top. 
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observed that the thickness of Pu 2si layer rcrnains un-
chQnued as Crsi 2 grows on top. 
1. Kinetics and the Effecls o£ Impurities 
Figure 20 shows parts of three spect ra for the 
same samples as in F'i g . 19 , annea l ed isothe.rma lly at 
475°C for 7 , 10 aud 15 minutes. Using th e expression t\E 
CrSi 2 
= [S l t and the value of [ S JSi. = 95 . 57 (ev/R) ('I'able 2) 
a plol of the CrSi 2 l.1ycr th j ckncss versus t imc j s obtained 
to give the growth kinetics of this pcocess (Fig . 21) . As 
for tile Si-Cr system , the growth of Crsi 2 is linenr wi.Lh 
time , indica~ing that the process is reaction-limited. 
Again, a nonlinearity i s observed at long annealing times 
whjch js attributed Lo contami nat:.ion , v1ith oxyqcn as a prime 
s uspect . l\ plot of t h e reaction rate versus recipcocul 
temperature gives an activatjon energy of 1 .7 J 0. L cv 
(Fjg. 16) which is the same value obtained for Crsi 2 on Si . 
ThJs indicates that the intermediate layer of Pct2Si does 
not affect the mechanism responsible for the growlh process 
of Crsi 2 . For both Si-Cr and Si-Pd-Cr samples , the Crsi 2 
thi cknesses are almost equa l at temperatures whcr.c they 
ca,·t b e compared . For example, the CrS j 2 th i ck nc ss .i. s ni.>ou ·c 
1RMM~ at 450°C for 40 minules in bolh cases , which corres-
ponds to a formation rate of about 0.7 R;scc. 
• 2 . Gcowlh of CrSi2 versus Thickness of Pd 2Si 
To invesligale Lh e effect of the thickness of 
Figure 20 . 
-84-
4He + backscattcring spectrum of isot..hermal 
growth of Crsi 2 on top o£ Pd2Si . Anneals we re 
done a t 475°C for 7 , 10 and 15 minutes. Only 
the Si part of the spectra is shown . 
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Figure 21 . Thickness , W, of CrSi 2 formed on Pd 2Si 
grown on Si <100> single crystal as a function 
of time . The nonlinear regime is attributed 
to oxygen contamination . 
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Pd 2Si on the growth raLe of Cr:Si 2 , Pd fj lms of different 
thicknesses were evaporuted on single crystal Si and Cr 
was sequentially evaporated on top. The thickness of Cr 
was such that it would not be compl.ctely reacted in the 
process of Crsi 2 formation at the temperatures and times 
chosen for the experiment (4 00°C for 120 minutes , 450°C 
for 30 minutes and 475°C for 15 minutes). A plot of Crsi. 2 
thicknesses versus Pd 2si thicknesses is shown 1n Fig . 22. 
Within the experiwen tal errors , ·the thickness of CrSi 2 
remains constant regardless of the thickness of Pd 2Si . 
Points along the CrSi 2 axis in Fig . 22 are those corres-
ponding to the interaction of Cr with Si without an inter-
posed Pd 2Si layer . The point at origin and Lhe arrowed 
point have been explained i.n detail in Part B , Se ction 2, 
and in the figure caption. 
C. Radioactive Si Tracer Studies of 
CrSi 2 on Pd2Si 
In Fig. 23 Rutherford backscattering spec t ra of 
Crsi 2 formation on Pd 2si i s shown. When the as-deposited 
virgin sample ( 2 3a) was heated at·. 4 00 °C for 5 minutes 
the Pd film reacts with the amorphous radioactive Si and 
with the <100 > Si sub~irate to form Pd 2Si . It can be seen 
( 23b) ·that al l the radioactive Si is cons·umed during Pd 2Si 
formation alld that the C'r signal rem .1ins unchanged in-
dicating that no crsi2 forms at this temperature and time. 
Upon annealing at highe r t emperatures (480 to 650°C) Crsi 2 
-89-
Figure 22 . A plot of the thickness of crsi 2 as a 
function of the thickness of Pd2Si for various 
annealing conditions . The ordinate (zero Pd 2si 
thickness ) gives the Crsi 2 thickness obtained 
for Cr films deposited directly on the Si sub-
strate. A s hort time annealing at high tempera-
tures (500°C, 3 minutes) "cleans" ·the Si-Cr 
interface for the reaction between Cr and Si at 
400°C (arrowed point on Crsi 2 axis). 
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Figure 23. Rutherford backscattering spectra of 
Si<lOO>/Pd/Si(radioactive)/Cr sample (a) with-
out h eat treatment. (b) Annealed at 400°C 
for 5 minutes to form Pd 2Si, (c) annealed 
further at G00°C for 20 minutes to form crsi2 
and (c) with CrS.i. 2 etched in l IIF to 4 n2o, 
leaving only Pd 2Si on Si<lOO>. 
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focms on Lop of Pc1 2si. (23c) , usin<J a)l Cr 1..1 L:his rc-
action process . The Crsi 2 surface layer is Lhen r emoved 
From the Ruther-
ford backsc~ttering spectra (23d), iL js clear Lhat the 
CrSi 2 is removed completely and thal Lhe etchant does not 
atlack Lhe underlying Pd 2Si layer. Because l!F forms 
gaseous SiF4 with Lhe silicon in Crsi2 the activity in t~e 
etchant solution could not be measured . Silicon radio-
acti.vity left in the Pd 2Si l a yer was l.hus determined by 
measuring the activity in Lhe sample before and after the 
crsL 2 l ayer wa s removed. 
The percentage activity J eft in the Pd 2Si after 
etching off Crsi 2 , is snown in Fig. 24 for different 
thicknesses of Crsi 2 as a function of formation temperature 
of CrSi 2 . l:'or all the measurements the Pd 2s;_ thickness 
was kept constant at about 3000R while the Crsi 2 t h jck-
nesses are expressed in terms of D, the ratio of the total 
numb8r of Si atoms jn the Crsi. 2 l ayer, to the number of 
Si atoms in the Pd 2Si layer . The D values are determined 
from Rutherford backscattcring thickness measurements 
and from the densities of Pd 2Si and CrSi 2 . From these 
results it can be seen t hat the actjvity in the Pd2Si 
layer decreases with increasing temperature of Crsi 2 for-
maL.ion and also becomes J ess when thicker layers of CrSi 2 
are groHn . For measurements where the radioactive Si is 
deposlted directly o n the Si substrate the same trends in 
Lhc results arc obtajned as a function of CrS j 2 thickness 
-94-
Flgure 24. A plot of percentage activity in Pd 2Si for 
different CrSi 2 thickness as a functio11 of for-
mation temperaL11rc. Actlvity was counted 
after CrSj 2 Jayer h ad been removed. 
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and tcti1pcrature of formutj o n . For i11stancc , i...11e per-
ccntagc ac·t i.v.ity ] eft i d Pd 2Si af l er Crsi 2 formc:tUon at 
600°C for 20 minules was found to be 37% and 30% for 
D-valucs of 1.9 and 3.0 respec tive ly. 
ln Fig . 25 the percenlage aclivity l eft in the 
Pd 2Si l ayer after CrSi 2 formation is plo tted as a func-
tion oE D-values (ratio of Si ai...oms Jn CrSi 2 to Si atoms 
in Pd/:;i) . '['he activity profile in PMMM~ of Pd 2Si formed 
o n a Si <100 > substrate wilh approx imately 4MM~ of radio-
active amorph o u s Si o n top of single-crystal Si has been 
measured at 400 °C . ( 64 ) From s uch an nctivity profile the 
percentage uctivity l eft in t h e Pd 2Si l ayer during CrSi 2 
growth has been calcu lated for the case where silicon is 
su:t_JpU ed by subs ti Lutional (vacancy) di £fusion through the 
Pd 2Si. l a yer (cur v e A ln Fig. 4 ) . In Lhis case , as could 
be expected , all the radioactive silicon atoms will be 
displaced from the Pd 2si l ayer for D = 1. At temperatures 
higher than about 56 0 °C , the self-di ffusion rate of si l icon 
in Pd 2Si layer i s so h igh that comple t e intermixing of 
radioactive and nonra~ioactive S i atoms in the Pd 2Si l ayur 
. ( 6 4) 
t akes place within 10 Lo 20 m1nutes . It is clear 
that for crsi 2 formation on Pd2Si at such temperatures , 
all the radjoactiv.Lty .in tne Pd 2Sj J ayer can n e v er be 
removed completely during subst itutiona l diffusion of Si 
regardless of the tnickness of the CrSi 2 l ayer (curve B 
"in Fig . 25) . Curve B , Fig . 25 was calculaled for Crsi 2 
growlh by substituL i onal diffusion of S.i u nder Lempr!raturc 
Figure 25. 
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A plot of percentage activity left in the 
Pd2Si after CrSi 2 formation as a function of 
Crsi 2 (D-value) thickness . Curve A is cal-
culated assuming the activity distribution in 
Pd 2Si layer as presented by Pretorius et al . (G
4 ) 
and assuming -that the supply of Si in Crsi 2 
formation is by substitutional (vacancy) dif-
fusion only . Curve B is calculated assuming 
sel f -diffus ion of Si atoms in Pd 2Si and assuming 
that the sup!:Jly of Si i.s by substitution of 
(vacancy ) d_i_ffusion . Line C is calculated 
assuming that the supply of Si from the sub-
strate is by grain-boundary or interstitia l 
diffusion onJy . 
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conditions wnere the se l £-dlffusJon of Si is so high that 
compJete equilibrium is jmme dlately obtained b e tween 
radioactLvc S i atoms and n on-rad i ouclive Si utoms enter-
ing the Pd 2Si luyer from Lhe Si subslrulc d~ring Crsi 2 
growth . Anothe r possible mechanism of Sl supply to the 
growing Crsi 2 layer would be by grain-boundnr.y or " pure " 
intcrstitiul (no inceracLLon with Si atoms in the Pd2Si 
la ctice) diffusion of non-rndiodclivc Si atoms direct ly 
from th e single-crystal substrate . In thi s case, no 
radionctivc Si atoms will b e incorporated into the CrSi 2 
layer (l.i ne C , Fig. 25). In F.i.g. 2.S j t can l:.>c seen Lhat 
our measurements are localed betwee n B and C , which in-
dicate s that silicon atoms for Crsi 2 growth were bei11g 
supplied from both lhe single-crysL.Jl Si substrat.::! and 
from t h e Pd 2Si laye r. 
-100-
CllAP'J'EH V. Chromi. um 'l'bin FiJ m as a Barrier Lo the 
Interaction of Pd 2S i and Al 
The work reported i.n this chapter deals with 
a Pd-Al metallization scheme on Si and shows h ow a lhin 
Cr layer can be used to prevent Pd 2Si from interacting 
witn Al and thereby preserving the integrity of the 
Si-Pd2Si interface. lleat treatments of l\1 films on Si 
substrates at temperatures used in integrated circuits 
(IC's) metallization results in the migration of Si into 
the overlying Al layer . Bower has used a Ti film laye r 
between Si a nd Al to prevent Si erosion during hea t trea t-
ments . ( 4 0 ) . ( 41 ) ,\lak amura et a l. have de fer r e d. the recrys-
tallization of polycrystalline Si (poly Si ) in con tact 
with an Al film by placJ.ng a buffer layer of V or Ti 
b etween poly Si and i:h e Al fi.lm. In a simj lar way we have 
interposed Cr film layers between Pd and Al in a more 
complex Si-Pd-Cr-Al system, as reported in thi s chapter . 
In the preceding chapter, a detail e d investi-
gation on the formation kinetics of Crsi 2 on Pd 2si grown 
on <100 > oriented Si substrates wa s presented. The growth 
of the Crsi 2 proceeds a ·t a linear rate w:i.th time, with an 
activation energy of 1. 7 ev . 
Howard et al . ( 6 S) r eport the k .ine tj_cs of compound 
forrnalioo for the interaction of thin fjlms of Cr with 1\.l . 
They state that tg~ compounds CrA1 7 (for Al thickness great-
-101-
er than Cr thickne::;s) and cr2Al 1 L Uor Cr thickne-ss great-
er Lhclt1 or equal 1-o the l\.1 Lhickness) form between 300 and 
From these results one shouJd expect t:h.:J.t at about 
400°C Cr film placed between layers o[ Pd 2Si and Al will 
t·eac t a L bo tl1 inter faces. 
Backscattering spectrom8try with 2 . 0 and 2 . 3 
4 +· J'.teV l h~ has been used in this i nves tiga tion , to study 
the Pd 2Si-Al interaction , the interaction of Cr with Si 
and with Al , and to establish the 0arrier effect of t~e 
Crsi 2 and Crl\.lx formed in the metallization scheme . 
A. Interaction of Pd 2Si with l\.1 without 
an Interposed Cr Layer 
4 + Backsca t terin~r spectrum wi. th 2 . 0 MeV Ile of a 
sample w.i. th about SMM~ of Pel 2s i pI m; PRMM~ /\1 is shown in 
Fig . 2 6 ( f u U dots ) . Tn e sampJe was annealed at 4S0°C 
for 15 minutes and a second backscatt.erinu spectrum was 
taken (open circles) . The annPaled samples shows a sub-
stanti.al intcrdiffuslon of Pd 2Si and Al , which destroys 
the Si-Pd 2Si interface. 'J'he same situation occurs for 
pi-m~-lyK1 samples whi.ch are obtained by sequentially eva-
poratlng Pd and Al on Si and then anneali.ng at 450°C for 
15 minutes . Since these changes during annealing are un-
desirable phenomena jn /\l mctallizatio11 , s we have intra-
duccd a layer of Cr ( 300 to 1RMM~F between the Aland Pd 2Si . 
B . Barrier EEfccts of Cr 
In Chapter TV , it is reported t.hnt in the absence 
Figure 26. 
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4 + 2 MeV He backscattering spectra of a sample 
consisting of a layer of about SMM~ Pd2Si 
formed on a single crystal <100>-oriented Si 
substrate and covered with a film of PRMM~ Al 
deposited on top b efore (o ) and after (o) 
a nnealing at 450°C for 15 minutes . in vacuum . 
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of Al, Cr rc~cts with Si ~~d forms Crs i 2 on Lop of Pu 2si. 
iloth Pd 2Si n~d Crsi 2 ~re formed in distincL subluycrs ns 
confirmed by x-r~y diffrnction and bnckscaltcrlng . Titus , 
so far , one cun assume l:ha t Ute u i n nry S i -Pd and Lhe 
ternary Si-Pd-Cr systems arc rc l a U ve ly well UJt<..lerslood . 
we n eed to deterr.line whal i s obtained when a layer of Al 
is d eposited on lhe latter , giving n more complex Si-Pd-
Cr-Al system in a metallizat i o n scheme . 
4 + 
'l'hc backscaltering spectrum with 2 . 3 MeV lle 
for D sample in which Pd , Cr and 1\l were sequentialJy 
evnporatcd on sin<JlC crystal Si i s shown in Fig. 27 
before and nftcr. anne<K~ling aL 4 50°C for 10 ndnutcs . Tn 
thi s particular example , the lc1yer Lh i ckncsses \vere about 
uooR for Pd , sooR for Cr and PMMM~ for Al . These thick-
nesses were calculated and chosen for convenience of n 
clcnr interprctnt ion of the two spectrn is shown in .Fjg . 
28 . During th e annealing , al l of the Pd reacts with the 
Si substrntc to form Pd 2s i. Chromium siU cide , CrSi 2 , is 
formed at the interface between Cr and Pd 2Si (a s expected 
from reports in Chnpter IV) . A CrAl compound is formed 
X 
at the in tor face bet\vccn Cr and A l ( ns expected from the 
r cpor.L of Howard et nl . <65 )). At this tempcratnre and time, 
not all tne Cr i s consume d in t h e reacti on process and 
() 
about l200A ~l is stjll unreactcd . 
For samples anneal~d up to 500°C nnd times noL 
~ grenter than 90 minutes , the jntegrity of Pd 2Si n nd o( 
the inLcrface between S i e~ncl Pd 2Si nrc m<1inta i ned . Auove 
-105-
th Ls temperature or for lon~ger annealing times , snb-
sLantjol mixing of Si , Pd , Cr and Al seLs in and the 
backscatLerlng spcctrd become dif[icult to interpret. 
-106-
Figure 27 . 2 3 4 -l I . [ . MeV lie b<.lC(.SCwttering spcc·t"rum o Pd , 
Cr a 11d 1\.l layers deposited , .i.n that order , on a 
single crystal <100>-oricnted S i substrate 
before (o) and nfter (•) anncnling at 4 5 0°C 
for 10 minuLes. 
-107-
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Figure 28 . Schematic representation of backscaLteriny 
spectra of Figure 24 . 
VI RG IN 
Pd2S1 ---CrSi2 --- -
Cr 
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- 1 M~-
CrAI X 
Si <100> -~~ Kc=g 
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CII/\P'J'BH V.l . Interaclion of Metal Layers with 
Polycryslcll l ine Si 
It hu s been demonstrated as mentioned in 
Chapter I , that t.llc interaction of A 1 layers with poly-
cryst.alline Si at temperatures b e tween 400 and 560°C 
results in t h e dissolution and recrystallization of poly 
S . . 1 f . 1 ( ·l ')) J 1n tne meta .L m. This chapter is a generaliza-
ti.on of this pllenomenon to othK-~:c mcla ls . 
The last three chnpters have laid emphasis on 
the interaction of single-crystal Si with silicide-
forming transit.ion me tals. The present chapter presents 
results obtained when transition metals interact with 
polycrystall ine Si (poly Si). Th 8 metals studied in-
elude .r:..l , Ag a11d Au, which form simple eutectics wilh 
Si , and Pd , Ni and Cr which form intcrmetallic compound 
phases (silicides ) with Si . Nakamura ct al . reporte d on 
the interaction o£ Al luyers with poly Si and found th~t 
poly Si dissolves and recrystallizes in the Al matrix at 
a temperature (400- 560"C ) <4 5 ) we l l below the Si-Al 
eutectics (577°C). 'l'ne sch ema tics of the dis solution and 
recrystal l izalion mechanisms for Al thickness greater or 
l ess than poly Si thickness is shown in Fig . 29 . 
One of the purposes of ~~present study is to 
determine if the same di sso lution and recrystalli~alion 
phenomena occur in other metals , which either form simple 
Fisure 29. 
-lll.-
Schematic c.tiagru.ms showing the chu.ngcs which 
occur during annealing for su.mples with 
original Al layer thinner than the poly Si 
layer (n), (b) and (c), for samples wiLh or i ginal 
Al l ayer Lhickcr than ~he poly Si layer [(d) , 
(c) and ( f )] . 
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eulcctics or silicides wi~h Si . /\u and /\g provide mclals 
witn eu Lect i cs below (Si-Au eutectic nt 370°C) and above 
(Si-ll.y eutec tic a~t 830°C) t:iw t for U1c S i -11.1 syslc.:m . For 
the olher purpose, metals were cl1osen which for-m s_i lie ides 
at tnc relatively l ow temperatures of 200 to 250°C (Pd and 
i-J.i.) and at the higher tempertl t ures of 4 50 to 550 °C (Cr) 
on s ingle-crys t a l Si crysttl l s . 
Fo llowing h eat treatments , the morphological 
c h anges and crys Lnll i tes forma 1: ion in the poly Si metal 
structures were observed by scanning e l ectron microscopy 
(SEM) and glancing angle x-ray diffrtlction. The com-
position and kinetics of the si lic ide-formlng metals were 
4 + . 
stuJicd by MeV He backscatter1ng . 1\noLher point of 
in teres L was to det<K~rrn i.ne i f the po l ycrys talli ne nature of 
the Si l ayer in conta.ct with the metal fiJrn results in a 
change in the growth kinetics or the idenlity of the 
initial phases of the silicides as compar-ed to those ob-
served with single-cryst<ll Si . 
A. Simpl e Eutecti c Systems 
l . Scaaminq Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
When anAl layer covers poly Si , the Si migrales 
into Aland forms crystalline precipitates with in the l\1 
d u r.ing annea lin g l.Jclow the Si-Al eutectic temperature 
The process of this recrystallization cun l.Je 
- observed with SEM by etching away t h e Al layer after 
unnealing. The scann in g electron mlcrogr~phs were taken 
-lltl-
on nn 1\kuski-Seisakusllo model NSM-2 Min i-SEr-1 . 
The sequence of scunning electron micrographs 
i n Yi g . 3 0 shows ~he recrysln 11lzatjon process of Si in 
Al ns a f unction of time at 535°C. Jn this sample the Al 
l ayer ( 1 . 2 lJlll ) was much Lhicke r Li1an Lhe poly Si (0 . 5 pm) . 
Th e reaction begins with the formation of tiny crystal-
l ites at the i nterface b etween the Al l ayer and t h e poJy 
Si substrates (Fig . 30a). Wi th time , t h e crystallites 
grow bjgger (F i g . 30b) nnd , eventual l y , all of the ori-
gi nal po l y Si s ubslralc j s converted Lo distinct S:i. 
crystallites (Fig . 30c ) . Beyon d this point , some crystal-
l ites continue to grow at the expense of oth ers (Fig . 30d) . 
However , t h e growth is confined to Lhe l at.era l direction; 
the height of each crysta l lite is l imited by the Lilickness 
of the Al layer . Simi l ar dissolulion of po l y Si and for-
mation of crystalli tes was observed at temperatures as low 
as 400°C . However , at Lhe l ower temperatures the crystal-
lites growth rate was substantia l ly reduce d . For examp l e, 
t h e morphol ogy of a samp l e heated ot 400°C for 30 minutes 
was similar to t h at shown in Fig . 30b. 
A similar recrystal l ization phenomenon is also 
observed when a Ag or Au J ayer is in contact with poly Si 
(sec F ig . 31). The reaction can occu r at temperatures as 
low as 550°C for tne po l y Si-1\g systetn and 200°C for poly 
Si-1\u sysLem . 'l'he correspond i.ng eutectic Lemperaturcs are 
r 830°C [or Si-Ag and 370°C for S i -1\u respectively . The 
d i fference J n t h e s h ape o[ Lh e crystalli tes in Figs . 3ln 
Figure 30 . 
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Scann i ng cl.cctron mi corgraphs of srunplas 
with 1 . 2 pm Al on 0 . 5 pm poly Si after anllcal-
inCJ at 5J5°C for:- (a) 1 ml11utc, ( b ) 5 minutes , 
(c ) 1 h our , and (d) 55 h. 'l'he Al was chemically 
remo ved b2forc cxaminatlo11 . The i.ncldcnL ang l e 
of the c l cc t: ron b eam wi t il .rcspcc t . to the n ormal 
o( the Solnple i s 60° . 
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f' j gu rc 3 1 . Scanning I::lt:!c lron micrO<Jruph s of S<llnp les 
with (a) 0.7 pm 1\.g on ,o.s pm poly Si annea l ed 
at 600°C for 15 hours , and (b) 1 . 5 pm Au on 
0.5 pm poly Si annealed at 250°C for 48 honrs. 
'rhc 1\g anJ /\u wen~ chemically etched by IIN03 
and aqua regia (1 part of HNo 3 to 3 parts of 
HCl) , respectively , before examination. The 
incident anule of Lhe C18Ctron beam with re-
spect to lh8 nonnal of tbe sample is 60° . 
-118-
poly Si/Ag 
poly Si/Au 
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and 3lb j s due Lo Lh c L1ct tlwL Lh e ACJ l ayer was Lh.in 
enouuh to geomctt·icct·l ly confi.ne the ~g"t"lvgth 1 whi.le Lhe 
tnjcker Au l a y e r did not . 
2 . X-ray Diffraction 
The crystal growth process of Sj jn Al 1 Au and 
Ay was monitor e d by glanc ing ang l e (Read c amera) x-ray 
dlffrac lion at each stage of the reaction. Before anneal-
ing , Debye-Schcrrer r i.ngs ure ausenl jn th e x-ray di f -
fraction p i ctures o f the ori_ginal poly Si substrate whi c h 
jndicates that the grain size of Lh e original poly Si s ub-
slrates is small and below the <) e Lec tion l.i_mi.t (Fj g. 32a) I 
I 
·I 
Afte r a nnealin9 d po l y Si-Al sampl e Debye-Scherrer rings 
of .Si appear (Al e tche d) I confirmi.nu the presence of Si 
crystallites (Fig . 32b ). All diffraction lines shown arc 
Sl lines . 
Observation of the patterns reveals Lh a L each 
di ffrac tio11 line consists of a rnul ti tude of indj.vidua lly 
r esolved spots . Thi s mult i - spot feature of each dif-
fraction line becomes more perceptible after long anneal-
ing (Fi g . 32b) provjng that the Si crys tallites grow 
bigger with tlme . 
il. Si licidc!-Forrn i_n g Sys·tems 
Ch apters III through v discuss in detni.l the 
£ormation o f Ni 1 Cr and lJd silicide~[; on single crystal Si. . 
Thi s part of ~m work i s Lo actermi.ne jf crystallite growLh 
Figure 32 . 
-]20-
X-ray diffrac: l: ion patterns obtained from 
(a ) 0 . 5 m poly Si as-deposited on Sio2 , and 
(b ) 1 . 2 mAl on 0 . 5 m poly Si annealed at 
535°C for 120 hours . In ( a ) the spot pattern 
is ctue to the single crys~alK Si substrate . 
(u ) The rin9 pattern is due to small Si 
crystal l ites . The Al was removed before ex-
posing tne Sdmplc to x-rays . 
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occurred for Pd, Ni. ancJ Cr , metals which form siljcides , 
when brOU<Jitt in conlact with poJy Si . AJtcrnatively , jf 
silicides are formed (as it is with these metals on s Ln <Jle 
crystal Si , Chapters III, lV and V) , it is of interest to 
find out if the polycrystalline nalure of t il e Si layer in 
contact with the metals altersth c formation processes of 
the silicides compared to Lhose observed with singlc-
crys tal S .i.. 
'l'o invesliyate the behavior of poly Si in contacl 
with silicide forming meLals (such as I'd , Ni and Cr} , the 
swnplcs WL.!l:e firs L annealeJ at tempera lures where a si.l i-
c.i cJe was known to fo.nn be tween these metals and single 
crystal substrale , i . e ., 200 to 325°C for Pd and Ni , and 
45 0 to 5 00°C for Cr . 
1. P.oly-Si.-Pd 
Figure 33 shows the backscattering spectra of 
a sample with 37005( of Pd o n RMMM~ of poly Si before and after 
annealing at 250°C. Af l er the heat trealme nt, t..he formation 
of an intermedia te l ayer is revedled by Lhe presence of 
the steps on the l ow- energy side of Pd si~na l and the hi<Jh-
cnergy side of Si signal ( sec Chaplcrs III and IV). The 
amplitude ratio of these steps , normal ized by the appro-
priate cner<Jy l oss f<.lctors and dif ferent ial scatterin g 
cross sections (volucs of t hese arc given j n 'l'able 2 for 
Ni , Pd , S i and Cr) , gives the atomic conccntratjon ratio 
in t..hi s layer , wh ich is found t o b e Pd : Si = 2. 0:1. 0. 
Figure 33 . 
-123-
l3ackscatt.ering speclra of a 37005( film of 
Pd evaporated on SOOOR poly Si b e fore (o) and 
afler annealing at 250°C for 35 minutes (o) 
and 128 minutes (x ). The arrows indicate the 
energy corresponding to scattering from atoms 
at ·the surface . 
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X-ray di ffn1cLi.on arwlysis e~tabl Lshes that the phcKKt!e~ of 
Lh.is lDycr is Pd 2Si Ds is Dlso found for Lhc ~-cacr on of 
Pd on si.nq l c crystD l Si al 25 0°C. 
Dy me<KK~surileg the width of the s Leps one can 
determine Lh e thickness of Lhe silici~c layer ( see Chapters 
liT aiHJ IV) . Figur-e 34 shows 'L h e thickness of Pd 2Si as a 
function of time at four different temperatures . The 
abscissa is scaled in squ are root of time. l-1easurcd poi n Ls 
arc we l l fitt ed by slra i_ gh'L lines through Lhe or- igin. Thi s 
shows ·th <l t the rate-limi.tjng process i s the diffusion of 
the species through the silicide layer , as is the case for 
siJicjde formation on a single-crystal Si substrates . 
Figure 35 s h ows the Arrhenius plo'L of the rate 
of Pd 2Si formation on Lhe poly Si substrate together with 
the resu l ts quoted by Bower et al. (ll ) for a si ngl e cryslal 
substrate . An activation cne~gy oi abouL 1 . 2 eV is ob-
taine d in the case of the poly S.i substrate . This value 
is 0.3 ev lower than the value obtained by Bower et al , 
but is s imilar to the value of 1 . 27 eV reported by 
Hutchins and Shcpala. ( G ) 
2 . Poly-Si-Ni 
'!'he poly-Sl-Ni s<unpl es were annca] ed at temperc1-
Lu res between 225 and 325°C a11d a11alyzed by backscaLLering . 
Figure 36 shows spectra of a sample with R4MM~ of Ni. on 
~R MMM~ oE poly Si before and after anneu l in<.::J at 275°C . 7\s 
j n re~case of Pc.1 , a s i l ic.i.de is formed . The amplitude ratio 
l·'igurc 34 . 
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Thickness of Pd 2Si. formed in the reaction 
between Pd and poly Si as a function of Lime . 
'l'he abscissa is scaled in square root of ·time . 
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mation jn the reaction or poly Si with Pd and 
N L. 'J'hc form<1tion rates for the cu.sc of a 
single- crystal substrate arc u.lso shown for. 
reference purposes . 
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of the clements in Lhe compound luyer is found to be 
Ni :Si.. "" 2.0:1.0 . X-r,ly diffraction ana l ys i s iclcnLil ies 
th0 ph.:tsc as i-.Ji 2s _i as is fou11d for Li1 e react_j o n of Ni on 
si.. ngl c - crsysLal Si in t: ni.s t emperature range . GrO\v th 
curves as shown in Fi g . 37. The si li cide , Ni 2si, forms 
on the poly S i. s ubstrate according to a pa1:abolic t.ime 
dependence , as is t n e case for a singJ e -crsysL-a l Sj sub-
strate ( see Chapter III) . An Arrhenlus plot of the for-
mation rate of Ni 2Si is given in Fig. 35 and yields an 
activaLion energy of abouL 1. 3 ev . Thi s value is 0.2 ev 
lower tnan t h aL f ound by Tu c t al. (lS) {or <100> Si.. and 
0. 3 e v lower than that founu for <111 > S i (Chapter III) . 
3 . Poly-Si-Cr 
Figure 38 shows the backscattering spectra of 
the sample with 17005\ of Cr on soooR of poly S i. before 
and after annea ling at 500°C for 40 minutes . Analysis of 
thi s spectrum a nd x-ray diffraction measurements made on 
the sample after annea ling indicaLe t h at Crsi 2 is formed , 
as in the case o£ singJe crysta l substrate (see Ch apter 
IV) . Th e growLh kinet i cs oE this system was not studied 
in detail , but silicide formation is observed in th e same 
tcmperaLure range (4 50 to 500°C ) as that for single 
crystal Si . 
In a ll the t h ree silicide forming syst.ems there 
wc~p no evid ence of S i crystalli te formation in t h e temperCJ.-
ture ran <Je where growt-h of Lhe s i Li. cidc l ayers occurred . 
I' 
I· 
I· 
-133- I I 
Figure 37 . 'l'h i.ckncss of Ni 2 s i fonnc<l in Lhe reuc ti on 
bel.wccn Ni_ and poly Si as a function of timt~ K 
'J'he ubscj. ssu. is scaled in square root of ti1nc. 
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.... 
F.i9urc J8. Backscaii<~rKiK gtg spectra of 1TMM~ EiJJn of Cr 
. 0 
evaporated on SOOOA of poly Si b e fore (o) and 
after nnneaJ ing at: 500°C fol.· 40 mj nuLGs (o). 
'!'he arrows i nu ica Le tile e Jte.t gy correspond i nq 
Lo scat:teritHJ from atou1s at l.he surface . 
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'.l'hi s is bused on Lhc absence o I Dcbye-Scher l·er rinqs 
corresponding to S -j in the d j [ fru c t ion pal terns anc.J the 
' I 
presence of ncar-stoiclljomctric composition of metal I 
to Sl within the silicide layer. 1 
' ' 
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CII/\P'l'I::R V1 [. CnncJusion and Speculations 
4 By mli 119 f\1cV lie ion back seaL l:cr inCJ , g.lancincJ 
angle x-r.:ty (Read camera) diffraction Lcchniques, trans-
mi. ss ion, scanning el cc tron and op l.: Leal mj eros copy I have 
investigated the intc r.:tctions o£ metals (Ni , Cr , Pd , Al , 
Au and Ag) with sj.ngle-crysl.:al and po l ycrystalJine Si. 
'lh . . f b k . 4 . ' e un tque capacJ ty o ac sea LLcrJ.ng of lie 10i1S as a 
quanlitative tool in analyzing UID compositi on, kineLics 
and growlh rates of compounds and mulLiLlyer meLallizat:ion 
struc tu :res has been demonstrated. 
The formation , COtnposiL-.jon , strucLur:-e and kine-
t. ic rate of formation of Ni s i licidcs ct re st:rongJ y i n-
fluenced by the orjcnlation and nature of the Si sub-
stra·tes . While no or i ciJtati.on cf[ecl:.s were found .in t.he 
reaction of Cr with Si , th e rate of formation of CrSi 2 is 
slrongly influenced by small traces of impurities and the 
nalurc of the Si-Cr illterfucc . 
In the reaction of Ni wiLh sinyle-crystal Si, 
the growth rate of Hi 2Si on <111>-or i ented Si subsLrates 
annealed betwee n 200 and 325°C is about 2 t.o 3 times lower 
than the growl.h rate observed on <100 >-or iented Si sub-
st.rates. I n bolh cases , i:he N:i 2s i. lnyer grows propor-
tional to the square rool of time , the1efore implying thal 
th e rate is transport.-liml lcd . ThJs work prescnls 
a posJ tive example to J llustrRte thaL a transport-
-139 -
J i m i Led s.ilicicll.! rormal ion 
can .indeed be jnfluc nccd by the orjentation of tne su!J-
slr<tLes . 'J'h c tran~;m i !; s ion c l cc l ron nd c r ogr aphs o[ Lh e 
poJycry s tallinc Nj 2Si on , J OO > and , Jll > Si sul>stralcs 
i11d i c <.1 L e t hu. t t h c g r a .i n s l z c o £ N i 2 S j o n t 11 e 1 a L t c r .i s 
twice that on the forme r . Thi s me r e ly indlcu.tes Lhu.L 
the r e arc more grains ancl , h ence , more grain b oundar i.cs 
p er unil v o lume in Ni 2si on <100 > Si. Since it h ns been 
observed by a marker experiment that Ni. j s lhe moving 
· · h t · - · · s· ( J l , J 2 ) l" specJ.es ln t c orll1at.Lo n of Lil1 2 . ~ I one cou a 
spcculu.tc that grai.n L>oundary diffusion plays a rolL! in 
til e cJ if fus 1 on of ti1c Ni. d Loms lhrongh tlt c si U cicJc layer . 
If il: is assumed that grain boundary cJi£ J:us i on is the 
maj o r Lranspor·t mechanism , wh ich , indeed , I thin k it i s , 
one c J carly ol>servcs -LhaL more diffusion path s arc avai l -
able f or Ni rno t.i o n in N .i. 2si on <100 > Si. w!1ich h as more 
grains per un.i t volume. The faster Ni atoms are de Jj vercd 
t o the Si-Ni jn terfacc th e faster the growlh of Ni 2 Si . 
It J. ,. ;:> , Lh creforc , hy po thctjcally u. ncJ J ogical ly con sistent 
tha·t the growlh of Ni 2si on <100 > Si is much fast0r than 
on <1] .1> Sj . 
On poly (' . • ~ l s ub s tru.tcs , the sjlicidc formed i s 
Ni 2si as observed on <100 > or i e nted Si s ubst.rntes; -Lhe 
value of its r eact j on ral. c und ils act ivation e n ergy are 
_qui t 0 si.mil.-1r in boLh cases . . ( 59) lldl:rls l u.tcr discovered 
tlta.t Lhe gt:"<d n sj zc or ·the poly S i. u sc1l j n these sludics j s 
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very sm;1J J , lc.ss ti1<Jn JooX. 1 t 111 i ~gh t be specuJ Cll.ed, 
tht!rcforc , l11ul if Lhesc smalJ gr<:Jins i:lre or:ienled in e1 
parliculur low index dKi1~ect:ion wlth c.:1ch other , the poly 
Sl ~;ubslr<gtes would bcL<tve Jjke Cl single crystal . Sj )ICC 
the inLer<1ction of Lhe poly Si substrates with Ni, Pu 
and Cr is similar Lo whuL is foun1'l for s ingJ c crysl:ul Si , 
one miqhl conclude that the qrains of this poly Si arc 
arranged .in a somewhat crystalline fashion. It mlghl be 
expcclec.l Lhal .it fonns sj].ic:idcs with Ni , Pd and Cr , wilh 
grm-vth rate s.imi.lar to Lhat found for single cryslul Si . 
On evaporated Si substruLes , Lhe two compound 
phases Ni 2Si and N:iSi are formeu s:imultancousJy :in dis-
tinct sublayer . Read camera x-ray diffraction analysis 
identific.s tlte two phases to be Ni 2si und N:iSJ , backing 
up i_he composition und depth prof:i ling uno lysis of back-
scattering . ·.rhe growLh rate and ucti viltion enerqy for 
the composite layer nrc simj ., ar Lo those measured on 
<100> oriented and poly Si substri:ILes . In general, only 
one equilibrium phase is observed in the reaction of 
transition metals with Sj , but: tha l docs not necessarily 
preclude tile coexistence o [ i:lnot·hor phase . It l w s been 
postuli:1Lcd (l G, 2 l) that the frequency of nucleation and 
g.rowLh rate of a sil icide phusc arc Lll e n ecessary con-
ditions for a purtJculnr phase to cxisL . '.l'he high energy 
stale of amorphous Sj could Le vi ewed us providing a driv-
i.nq force for un enhanced frequency of nucJcntion <lnd a 
fctst growth rate for NiS.i. ; a sit.nuLion similar to t.hc 
clri.vi.rHJ fc)}-cc jn l".t1C' ep t -caxial ~c·ovK;th of S i in S.i (amor-
- ) l c·· . l ( 6 3 ) pnous -meta -ol sys em . 
Un l i kc th? Ni-si systems , <lllu very much J .ike 
Pd-Si. and V-Si , (lJ,J '1 ) no orjentot ion effects of Uw 
subslrates were found in b1e interaction of Cr wit.i1 Si. 
Two differ-ent approaci1es were taken to study the pr·op-
erties of: forilldi_ion o.t CrS.i 2 . One .i. s Lh e formation of 
CrSi 2 in tl1e Si-Pd-Cr Ln.in film struclure and the other 
is Li1e Si-Cr system . For both smnples the ralc of crsi 2 
fonnat .i.on is the same , a nd is linca:r- in Lime wit.h an 
activation energy of J .7 J. 0.1 ev . For each tempcraLure , 
·Li·l'-" ra tc slows down and becoincs non li ncar at long anneu 1-
ing times. The nonLinear i. Ly effect has been proved ·L.o be 
Juc Lo contaminant d.i f_;·tributed unifortnly in Lhe Cr film, 
most proba0ly oxygen . 
aturcs 
'l'he CrSi 2 formaL.ion w.1s .'investigat e d for t:cml_.)er-
oclw2en <100 and 525°C and t:im2s up to O~ hours. 
Ti1crc is formaLion of Pc1:?.S.i. in the S) -Pd-C.:r syst-em at 
about 280°C and Crs:i 2 starls Lo form at about 400°C on 
Lop. ~o CrSi 2 format:ion was observed for Si-Cr b e low 
450°C. 'I'he absence of CrSi. 2 ·in the S :i -Cr reaction b 2 loH 
layer between the Cr film nnd Si substrate , quiLc probaLly 
a Ln.i.n oxjde layer . 'l'hc t·hin ox .ide l uycr must h ave bee n 
" cleaned " in toe process o f Pd 2Si forma·tion . 
Samples prepared with different thicknesses of 
Pd.<!Si. all show L 11 c samG Lnic:kncss of CrSi 2 after Lhc same 
:. 
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allnC<.lJ i ng. 'l'hjs independence ol Lhe C1Si 2 founation on 
tlhK~ exisLencc of a P<l 2si. layer: proves Lniit Lhl! formaUon 
of CrSj 2 is only l~miled by the Sj-Cr rc-acl:i.on. 
Palladjum silicicl~ forms on sjngle crystal Si 
at a LemperaLutc much less than 20J"C while no reaci...joll of 
Si witu Cr has been ol.>scrve<..l below tl50°C. Once Pd 2Si .is 
formed it is stable ur to 800°C. It i.s speculaLcd t.haL 
the J ow te111pera lure fo1:111d Lion and Lhe s Lubil j ty of Pc.1 2Si 
rrd 011 t be j mpor tan t facLors in Ute fo nna tion of CrS j 2 on 
in Lhe Si-Pd-Cr system. 
7\t L I . . ,. t" 3 1 . racer cc 1nJ que usJ ng rat ·1 oac -.1 ve SJ 
( '1·112 = 2.62 h) was used Lo sLudy Lhc growtiJ of Crsi 2 
Our· rC::!sull.s show c.;1aL silicon aLoms for CrSi 2 
grO\vlh \vcrc partly comjn<J from the s.ingle crystal Si sub-
sl:.raLe and parl.Ly fro;n the Pd 2Si l ayer . As the thjckness 
or forma·t ion tempera 1 ure of Cr Si 2 increased the amou:-1 t of 
radioactive Si left i1 1 the Pd 2;;i l ayer decreased . 'I'h j s 
prooubl.y indicates tnat tnerP is more cxcha:1qc between tne 
radioactive S.i atoms anJ t he Sl atoms from the subsLraLe 
during passage thrOU<Ji1 t~w s i J i ci de 1 aye r at high e r tem-
perutures. One cannot consider lh~ silicide gaye~ as a 
staU c latLiee buL U1<1l the Pa 2 Si I.Jonds arc broken or 
refounecJ ai... L11e temperatures of Crsi 2 formution. Bot.h 
curves A a.1d B of Fig . 25 appLy to such a bond-breaking 
diffusion mechanism. Ilowever, in Lhe cuse of curve 13 
the seJf-<.liffusion raLe of Si js much hj9her Lh<.Hl the grm..rth 
r<lLC of CrSi 2 . l.Jc speculate Lhu L S j is pr.i.mur"i j _ _y t: rans-
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ported by yrain boundary and/o~ inLcrstiLial djffusion. 
As U1e C'rSj 2 formnt:i on tcmpernturc incren5es there is more 
excnan<Je between this s -i Licon and the ra<lioac ti ve s i J icon 
Jn effect , therefo1·e , 
Si is supplied from the substrate directly and from Lhe 
PdLSi layer , indirectly . 
CrSi. 2 has proved useful as a diffusion bnrr :i er 
in Si-Pd-Cr-Al metallization system . We observed that 
CrS i 2 forms on Pc1 2 s .i.. before any gru in-boundary diffusion 
It might be speculated , therefore , ·that 
Lric silicidc-formation-before-yrain-boundary-dlffusioJ1 is 
a factor in the use of Crsl 2 as a diffusion barrier be-
tween Pu 2s i.. nnc1 Al in the Si-Pd-Cr-Al scheme . 
J nteractio11 of polycry!:>Lalline Si (poly S.i) with 
Ni, Pd , Cr , Al , Ag and Au wa s a l so studied. For the case 
of 1\l , Ag and Au , meta ls which form simple euLecLics with 
S.i , our results demonst-rate Lhat poly Si crysta l lizes 
below tne cut..:.c Lie ·temper cKK~ Lure when in con i:ac t with films 
of t.hesc m~tals durir1g annealing . Th e process seems to be 
a general one for metals forming simple eutectics with ~i K 
'l'hc observ<.lL ion of the crys·La.ll i Les i s pl ausi bJ c 
if one assumes lha ·t i..he force wllich drives this process 
or j q:inaLcs from Ll1c growLh of largc•-gr<:dn Si. crystallites 
at:. tile expense of th e small gra j n ed po l y Si material. 1 t 
j s knovm, furt:.i"1<:rmore , from cxp<::!r imcnt s by Iliraki et al . ( 3 S) 
<.1nd from my work C•n the t t:"i..l n ::;port of S:i. i11 Llle S i-Au-S i 
system , Lnut Au f.i l ms const:i tu i:P an eff i c i en t: transport 
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med ium for Si al vary low temperatures . SimjJar o!.J-
servations nave been maJe on Ag film s by Ottaviani cL 
. ( :] 4 ) 
a.l. It is worth noi: ing also thaL tile solubiJ i ·ty of 
Si. in Al is of Lhe order of 1 6 at <:Jn anneal tcmpcruturc 
of :500°C , while in Au it is less than 0 . 02 % b elow Li w 
eutectic point . The processes responsi blc for Ute 
crystallization are Lnus only weakJy dependent on the 
solub:iLiLy of Si in ti1e metal. TransporL along grain 
boundaries is a mechanism compalible Hith this fact, 
but our observations do not allow a conclusion regardjng 
the mi croscopic naLure; of Lhe transport rnec.han i. sms 
involved. 
In contrast to whal is found for l\1 , l\g and Au 
film s , tne crystctlllzaLion of poly Si is not the dominant 
process in films of Ni l Pd and Cr. Upon a nneaLi.n9 I these 
1nctal s form a sil i.cidc at the metal-poly···S.i interface-. 
There is no visible crystallization of Si . 'l'lt e silic.i.dcs 
formed arc the same as tho se observe~ on single crysLal 
Si SUiJSLrales . F'or u1e case of Pd v.nd Ni , the growth 
k.inctics also obeys the same t.irnc dependence E~ t 1 / 2 ) found 
wi ·Lh single crys La l s ubstrates I a;1d the rate con stant.s and 
th e activation encrgi.us are quite s.imilar . 'l'hc k 1 netj cs 
of CrS:i 2 format ion on poly Si is yet to be detcnninedl but 
t.1c tempera-Lure at whic h the compound vcgins t:o form on 
poly Sj 1s close to Lhat observed for si11gl e cryslal Si 
suus t·.ra tcs also. 
Once aLl ill~ m..::: L.:ll is co nsumed :i 11 the si J icidc I 
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L he s L ,- 11 c l u ,-c j s s Lab 1 e . No Cllu ll<J L'S WC'J"C la!K:iC~sCr ~flcr 
alli t ~<~ljnlg (o,- 20 hour s ill U1 c foJm'-llion t c~arpcraiucc K 
slu<lies arc rcqLl.ircd to invl.:!stigut.c whoLber or nol 
Cg~ys lol J i :G<'.l Lion cuuld he i nc.L uucd u t hi 9ilcr tempera tnri!~P K 
. .. 
APPENDIX 
l. f·~xper_imenlal Procedures and /\nalysi ~> in 
nadjoactive Tracer Studies of crsi 2 on Pc1 2Sj 
Bulk silicon chips of j .rrcqul<H· shapes and sizes 
were first cleaned aitcl then aclivated in a 'J'rj gu nuclcnr 
.reactor at the Universily of Ca li fornia , Irvine. During 
. . d' t' 31 . neutron acL .lvatJon r<K~ 1oac · 1ve SJ . f d f PM ~·K 1s ormc rom ol 
( 3 ] Q ) b h . 30 . ( ) 31 . 1 . J J . . c:.st " y L e rcact.J.on Sl n , y Sl W1JC 1 Hls a cross 
sect i on of 0.10 bdlnS. SiJicon-JL dccc~ys with a half-life 
of 2 . 62 hours by ernilting beta partjc1cs (m.:lx (3 energy = 
1.48 MeV) for 99.93% of its disintcgraLion . 
'J'hc aclivale<l chips were fi1: sL cLched in llF', 
rinsed in doubJe-dis li.lled n2 o, blown dry and imme diut c ly 
placed into an electron- gun d e position syst.em . Loaded 
s imul tancousJ y are pullad i urn and chromi urn cltarges . 
Palladium , activaled Si and Cr were s e quentially l1eposil c c1 
in that order onto <100 > ori~nted sjngJe crysLal Si 
wafers, qivi.ng Si <lOO >/Pd/Si (activat.ed)/Cr sarnpJes. 'l'hc 
Sj sul>straLes were first c l eaned .in or~gnnic solve::nt s , 
etched i n liP, rjnsed in H20 anu blown dry before VClCU\llll 
d~positionK l\ctivutnd Si vJ.i. Lh LnickncSS("S varyinq beL\vC(!ll 
300 and 1000R wM:; depos itc'd on Pd before Cr \vus in Lutn 
evaporalcu on top . 'l'he thickn e ss of Pd was kept. cons Lun t 
ilt t-~iglil t OMMM~ whjlc t.he thickness o[ Cr varies b c t\vccn 
300 and 350oR; J::vaporations \vere done in a vacuum of 5-7 
-]47-
'l'urt . 
Sa1nples were fi rst.: unJ Jed l cd ul 400°C [or 5 
mjnutc~s to [onn PJ_2Sj , Ly Lh c r cac li. on of Pd wi.Lh bolh 
the~ S i s ubstrates and \vith Lhc radj oaclivc.: Si. . 'rhe 
thi ck n esses of the activ ated S i were such that it vtiJl 
b e comp l e t e ly consume<] i.n U\C process of silicide for -
maL:ion. After the P c12Si formation , the sampJ es were 
annealed at highe r Le mperalures up Lo 650°C Lo form 
CrSi 2 tiS illCJ all the Cr in Lne rcacU o n proces~>K A 11 
anncttl j ng s were per formed i.n a vac uum <JUa rlz-tube fur-
-6 -7 
ance at pren:K;ug~es b e tween l x 10 a nd 8 x 10 'J'orr . 
The Crs i 2 layer was complcLel y removed by 
etch .i.ng Ute sa:-.tp l es in 1 ITF to 4 H2 0 e Lehan L sol uLi.on. 
1'1te s.i licon radioactiv:i.Ly jn Pd 2 S i was dete~·mKiKn cd by 
counting the activ.i.ly before and after CrS:i 2 laye r- was 
r e ntoved . h f ]] . c1 . d 'l' c presence o S.t was e Lerm J.ne by mea-
surcment with an end-window Ge iger-Muller coun t er h aving 
a mi ca window (1 . 8 m<J/cm2 ) with a cross sectional nreu 
2 
of G em . 
'I'o invesl i gale whc>ther: or not the act-._vity :in 
Lh c sampl es j s coming f rom S i a toms on ] y , act:i vi ty dc'cuy 
curve s were plotLed for all Lhe snmplcs , as s h own in 
Figure 1\l. If Lhe number o[ r.ac1ioac Uvc atoms al t i. mc 
t = 0 (where the L:imc t = 0 js ~cfgncd in this case as 
Lh c Lime Lhe S i. chips wc 1 e r emoved £ cont the reac Lor) j s 
l\
0
, the llUr,bcc at <tny li'lt. cr ti.me t j _s Dzis b~ n .:u; 
· ..
F i qu rc l\ l . l\ plot o[ act i vjty (count·s per minute) jn 
Pd 2Sl as a function of decay time in Si/Pd/ 
Si(cndioacLive ) /Cr sampJ ns . 'l' i me , t = 0 , 
i s Lakcn as Lime when S i. chips were imm<"'cli-
<llc ly removed f t-om Lhc: r eact:o r. l\5 , A2 and 
135 <u : c somplcs wilh C 1·si 2 J .:1yers unctclwd. 
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(1) 
where A. is the decay eonsLanl , v1llich is the prob<lbili ly 
thal an atom will decay within a unit Lime. (SG) /.. is 
related to lhc haJ £-life , ·r112 , o£ Li1e radlonc.:Livc aLoms 
as 
'.l" l /2 
.l n2 
-A.-=- 0 . 693 --~-
b~uatjon l the~cfore becomes 
/\. _ l\ 8 -0 . 693 t 
0 
'I'l/2 
( 2) 
( 3) 
A plo L of ln (A/A ) vs t : there fore gives a s tra iCJh t 1 i ne 
0 
wiLh a n ega tive slope defined uy the half--life of the 
radiati.n9 aLoms. 'rhc decay curve i n Fig . Al is drawn for 
three sets of sarnpl es , e<.1ch set occupyi IHJ a decade . 'l'he 
curves obey relationship 3 , as expected if there is no 
contamination , with T 112 ~ 2 . 62 h. 'l'he ·r J 1 2 = 2 . 6 2 h s i 
reference line is drawn , as~urning an abitrary activity of 
800 counts per minute (cprn) at time t = 9h(i.e orlgin in 
this figure ) . At 2 . 62 h later the activity would have 
dropped to 400 cpm ; 2. 62 h J atcr this i n ·turn would have 
dropped to 200 cpm etc . AS , A2 and B5 arc samples wiLh 
CrSi 2 Jayer·s uncLchecl (i.e . " virgin " ) . 
percentage activity i n each of the samples with respect 
to the virgin (uneLch ad ) sample . The value of Lhe per-
ce.1tagc ac·tivity w<K~s then plotted as a functjon of tcm-
- 1 :) 1 -
pcratun! !'i ;1n<]Of Lhc..: raLi.o of Si alo1ns in CrSj 2 Lo Si 
alom~ 111 Pd 2Si as shown in Chi.lplcr I V. 
-J j2-
2 . PJoposal for P c.H> S tbl c cutut~c bxp~rimcnts 
'l'hc fol li wng arc propo::;ed as possible future 
experiments. 
1. S i.l ic id~ fo rnti..l t ion j n S.i/s.ingJ e-crys L.:.tl m~K: tal s Lo 
invc~siiCgcKKlle if crysln llinity of metals ploys any 
.role in silicide f ormation. 
2 . fnvcs~igalion of the effects o[ s ubs l ratc orientaLion 
on Lhe .inleraction of relraclory mclc.tls ( 'l'i., W, Mo , 
e~cKF wiLh Si . 
3 . Silicide fo r maU o n o n s iJi.c idcs in Lh c foJlO\ving 
sys l ems : Si/Pd/V , Si/Pd/'l'i, S i/Pd/Zr, Si /Pd/.1'-lo . It 
mighl be in~crcsting to .replace Pd wilh either Pt or 
Ni vlhicll arc a l so low-t-emperature si.ljcic.le-forndnq 
me l a ls. 
4. Ne ulron acti v at ion oxpcri mcnts ~o fin d out Lhe sourc0 
( oc origin ) of Si u sed in tho formation of ~he Sj-
ri <.:h s il.i.cides .in 3 . 
5. Usc of refractory-metal silic i des (Ti S i 2 , vsi 2 , MoSi 2 , 
etc .) as diffusion b arrier s in melal li za~ion K 
6 . ln [ luence of the grain size of p o ly Si on djssolu t:ion 
and recryslallizntion of Si in mc~ia l s I a .ld on si.li cide 
formc:t ·t i o n. 
7. The possibility or recr.ysta.l lizat i on of poly Si. tn 
silicidcs .if Lhe silicidcs a.r.c h eat i reatK~d at ~emp-
craLurcs above whi<.:h the si Jici. clcs arc known to be 
s tnbl e . 
. 
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